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Abstract 
This thesis is about an investigation into the formation of spheroidal type 
galaxies. The investigation began with modelling studies of early-type 
galaxies and spiral bulges (SBs). From galaxy formation modelling studies 
led by experiments with a sample galaxy, some results were obtained; non-
solar abundance ratios in Elliptical galaxies (Es) achieved better fits 
between model and data than solar abundance ratios. For both early-type 
and late-type galaxies, best fits with non-solar abundance ratios were more 
constrained than in the solar abundance ratio case. A strong link between 
star formation histories and the supernova Ia rate for the early and late-type 
galaxies was shown. The model code itself was tested by way of pseudo 
galaxy experiments, and shown to reliably reproduce model parameters. In 
the topic area of galaxy formation, regions of spectra particularly sensitive 
to a galaxy's age and metallicity were measured as equivalent widths and 
then calibrated to the common scale of the Lick Indices. The Lick Indices 
were used in deriving all key results throughout the thesis. 
The modelled sample of galaxies from Proctor & Sansom (2002) lacked 
data on low velocity dispersion (a) galaxies for line strengths versus 
kinematics correlations. In regards to low a galaxies, Low Luminosity Es 
(LLE5) were considered to be likely candidates. Long-slit spectra of a 
sample of 12 LLEs, taken at the European Southern Observatory New 
Technology Telescope, were sub-selected for their low velocity dispersions. 
The spectra of 10 of these LLEs were successfully reduced. Line strengths 
and kinematics were measured. The Lick Indices of these LLEs were 
correlated with velocity dispersion (a), alongside the previously modelled 
companion data set. Ages and metallicities of the LLEs were estimated. 
From these results, the LLEs were found to have significant correlations of 
line strength versus a with SBs. However, the LLEs do not appear to be 
younger than SBs, but younger than Es. The LLEs seem to consist of a low 
metallicity group (possibly misclassified dwarf spheroidal galaxies) and a 
high metallicity group. Future possible work that may uncover which 
models of galaxy formation for high and low metallicity LLEs these results 
support is suggested. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Background to Elliptical Galaxy Formation 
In the development of galaxy formation, Elliptical galaxies (Es) play an 
important role. E galaxies do not have the added complication of spiral arms 
to model that spiral galaxies have, so they make a logical choice for a first 
step in attempts to model the observed spectra of galaxies. 
The picture of spheroidals (i.e. Es, Lenticulars and spiral bulges) presented 
by Baade (1944a, b), was one of objects consisting of old, red stars. 
Younger, bluer star populations he observed as being situated in the spiral 
arms of spiral galaxies. Models of galaxy formation in regard to spheroidals 
were thus initially designed upon the belief that the spheroidals were formed 
by single starbursts, sometime during the age of the Universe. 
Single Stellar Population (SSP) models have the simple approach of 
synthesising the observed population of a galaxy by approximating the 
origin of the population to a single starburst (e.g. Tinsley 1974, 1981). Such 
a starburst produces in models a population of stars that forms at a single 
epoch with a specific mass function. For single stellar populations the 
evolution of such a population is well understood and forms the basis for 
understanding globular clusters. SSP models allow researchers to calculate 
the change in a population's colour and spectrum, dependant upon the initial 
Z (Z, defined in section 2.1) and time over which the population is allowed 
to develop (e.g. Buzzoni 1989, Sil'chenko 2006). 
Models for Galactic Chemical Evolution (GCE) are the next step beyond 
SSP models. This is since multiple generations of stars are believed to have 
been made since galaxies first began to form. In the Milky Way Galaxy and 
nearby galaxies star formation is observed. Further, in these galaxies old 
stars from an earlier population and resolved stars are observed with non- 
primordial abundances. This suggests a star formation history (SFH) that 
includes chemical enrichment of stars by the recycling of material from an 
unobserved earlier population of stars. GCE models are designed to uncover 
the SFH of galaxies (i.e. Es and Lenticulars). 
A possibility for the formation of spheroidals, in particular Es that show 
evidence for younger stars, is that of the hierarchical clustering (e.g. Cole et 
al., 1994). In hierarchical clustering scenarios, a galaxy forms as it accretes 
(by way of merger events) smaller galaxies. Such scenarios would lead to 
complex Star Formation Histories (SF1-Is), which lend themselves in 
particular, to OCE modelling (e.g. Proctor, PhD thesis, 2002). 
However, evidence in support of monolithic collapse remains. For 
example, the work of Kodama & Arimoto 1997, who used the dissipative 
collapse picture of Larson (1974) to explain observations of Es in their 
models. Monolithic collapse to some extent at least may yet explain the 
evolution of some spheroidals. Further discussion of GCE modelling is 
given in section 2.1. 
Bender, Burstein & Faber (1992) suggested that dynamically hot galaxies 
(i.e. high mass, compact spheroidals such as spiral bulges and giant Es) 
form increasingly as a result of mergers of whole galaxies as opposed to 
gaseous mergers of smaller systems. That is to say, the more massive a 
galaxy, the more strongly a hierarchical merger mechanism may have 
affected the SFH of the galaxy. If this is so, the less massive, Low 
Luminosity Ellipticals (LLE5), could form important building blocks to 
larger E galaxies. 
Some studies involving LLEs have considered the velocity dispersion (a) 
of these galaxies in relation to the line strengths, as well as sought to 
identify ages (e.g. Halliday, PhD thesis, 1998, CaIdwell, Concannon & Rose 
2003). 
1.2 Background to GCE Modelling 
The cosmic cycle represents the mass transfer between stars and the 
interstellar medium (ISM) in galaxies and vice versa via successive 
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generations of star "birth" (e.g. a starburst) and star "death" (e.g. supernovae 
- SNe). This mass transfer lies at the centre of any OCE model. Stars of 
different masses form in each new generation, in accordance with an initial 
mass function (IMF). Two main theories are found throughout the literature 
as to the formation of early-type (i.e. E and SO) galaxies. 
E galaxies could form monolithically by gravitational collapse of gas 
cloud(s) (see Arimoto & Yoshii 1987). Alternatively Es could form initially 
via mergers of relatively small galaxies (hierarchical collapse, see Lacey & 
Cole 1994). 
The conventional hypothesis is that Es and Lenticulars (SOs) formed 
early on in the Universe (e.g. Binney and Tremaine, 1987, Chapter 9, p. 
553). However, recent research suggests that galaxies formed at various 
times throughout the age of the Universe (see Trager et al. 2000, Proctor and 
Sansom 2002, hereafter PS02, and Dekel & Cox 2006). 
The apparent redness of a galaxy's light may be due to age (light output 
dominated by old stars) or [Z/F1] (the galaxy has an appreciable population 
of young stars, but their light is reddened due to their high [ZIH]). From 
Worthey (1994), if the change of age (aage) with respect to change of [Z/H] 
(AZ) approximately equals 3/2 for two populations, then the spectra will 
appear almost identical. A few spectral line strengths (the Lick Indices) have 
been established as standards. Some of these Lick Indices break this age-
[ZIH] degeneracy by being age or abundance sensitive (see Worthey et al., 
1994). The Lick Indices are discussed further in section 2.1. 
Research into galactic evolution is now driven at least partly by GCE, as 
made apparent in the Stellar Population Synthesis conference 2003 
(hereafter SPS03). Research into galaxy formation is generally concerned 
with developing GCE models, as well as attempting to improve SSPs on 
which the GCE models are based (for example Trager et al. 2000; Thomas, 
Maraston and Bender 2003a). Though some researchers use multi-zone 
models (see Tantalo et al. 1998), these require a far greater level of 
complexity (since the dynamics of the gas flow then have to be modelled) in 
the design of the model and computer code. Multi-zone modelling is beyond 
the scope of this author's work. 
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Currently, researchers continue to look for ways to improve OCE models. 
This includes examination of the effect on fits of variable model IMF (e.g. 
Ballero, Matteucci & Chiappini 2006), chemical enrichment from 
supernovae Ia (Matteucci 2005) and new synthesis of stellar populations 
(e.g. Trager et al. 2005). 
1.3 Motivation for Thesis 
This research began centered on chemical evolution modelling of nearby Es 
and spiral bulges (SBs), using the William Herschel Telescope (WHT) data 
set introduced in section 2.10.1. After initial modelling studies, a decision 
was made to focus the research onto an under-observed galaxy type, the 
LLEs. 
In work detailed in PS02, correlations between line strength and a had 
been looked for. In regards to metal sensitive line strength versus a plots 
(see Figure 1.1) the WHT data set lacked galaxies with low a values; Below 
about 79 kms 4  plots were lacking data points. Whether a continuation of the 
correlations found for SBs existed at low a or not remained uninvestigated. 
For the early-type galaxies in the WHT data set the correlations lacked a 
sufficient range in a to achieve a significant Pearson's r correlation. The 
trend lines taken from Kuntschner 2000, hereafter K000, for early-type 
galaxies were thus where possible included in line strength versus a plots in 
PS02. The principal aims of this thesis became to answer these questions: 
. How will observed low a galaxies correlate with the WHT late-type 
galaxies? 
. How, if at all, will low a data points fall on the extrapolations of the 
K000 early-type galaxy trend lines given in PS02? 
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Other researchers (i.e. Caidwell, Concannon and Rose 2003, hereafter 
CRC03) have observations of low a, early-type galaxies. However, the 
errors on these observations make confident identification of trend lines at 
low a difficult. LLEs are expected to be generally of lower a than more 
luminous E galaxies. This expectation follows the line of thought that with 
regard to a given morphological type (i.e. Es) lower luminosity implies 
lower mass (from the mass luminosity relation); which in turn implies lower 
a (from the Virial theorem). 
As such LLEs are a good choice for low a observing targets, though to be 
sure a few of those selected were of known low a. The focus of this thesis 
was shifted from GCE modelling to the measurement of the kinematics and 
line strengths of a sample of LLEs. The main objective became to search for 
correlations that could be compared to trends reported in PS02. The 
motivation behind the LLE observations is discussed further below. 
1.3.1 Motivation for Observing Low Luminosity E 
Galaxies 
As mentioned above, observations of low a galaxies were designed in part 
to provide further points to the line strength versus a plots provided by 
PS02 (reproduced here in Figure 1.1). For comparison to Figure 1.1, plots 
are given below in Figure 1.2 taken from CRC03. 
Comparing the plots, the relatively low errors provided by PS02 are 
evident. The observations of LLEs for this Thesis work were designed so as 
to provide at least comparable errors in line strengths to those achieved by 
PS02, by using an appropriate large diameter telescope, and sufficiently 
long exposure times for good signal to noise (at around --70 for galaxy 
exposures). The signal to noise ratios measured are mentioned in section 
3.2. 
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An observing run was sought at the European Southern Observatory's 
(ESOs) New Technology Telescope (Nfl), by Dr. A. Sansom (the author's 
research supervisor). This was for the purpose of the author gathering data 
for the thesis, whilst acquiring observing experience; all of which was 
achieved as described in Chapter 3. The selection of instrumentation meant 
that observations would, potentially, be of competitive signal-to-noise and 
dispersion to existing observations (e.g. Halliday, PhD thesis, 1998, and 
CRC03). Should correlations between Z sensitive line strengths and a be 
confirmed by measurements of a new data set of galaxies of relatively low a 
to the WI-IT data set, some further possible questioning arises: 
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• What galaxy formation mechanism do the LLE galaxies appear to 
support? 
• Time permitting to measure them, what ages do the LLE galaxies 
appear to have? 
1.4 Overview of Thesis 
The work of this thesis introduced in this chapter unfolds as follows. In 
Chapter 2 the initial modelling studies of the WHT data set are detailed. The 
GCE model used is introduced and discussed, as well as the choice of a 
sample galaxy with which to begin investigations. The design of modelling 
experiments drew upon the findings of a literature review, and these 
findings are reported. These modelling experiments are then expanded 
where appropriate to include the whole WHT data set, and the results 
discussed. 
In Chapter 3 the observations of LLEs and data reductions are discussed. 
This begins with discussion of preparatory steps for observations for a 
necessary understanding of the instrumentation involved as well as the 
choice of galaxies to observe. The data reduction procedures are outlined, 
with some of the main problems encountered detailed. This includes the 
handling of the separate frames of the CCD used and the cleaning of spectra 
of galaxies with large amounts of emission. 
Chapter 4 details the measurement of relevant galaxy and star kinematics, 
needed for calibration to a common scale so as to make results comparable 
to that of other researchers. Calibrations to galaxy spectra designed to 
counter the affect of emission on spectra are discussed. Finally, the 
measurement of line strengths in galaxies is detailed, and the age estimates 
using those line strengths as inputs to appropriate SSP software. 
Chapter 5 presents age estimates and the results of line strength 
measurements of the observed galaxies, and appropriate plots of those line 
strengths against log(a). What these plots may indicate is discussed, in 
regards to intercomparison of different Hubble types at low a. The galaxy 
age estimates are also discussed. 
In Chapter 6 the results and conclusions of the thesis are summarised and 
discussed. A speculative discussion regarding which galaxy formation 
model the results seem to support is included. Lastly suggestions for future 
work are given. 
Oj 
Chapter 2 
Initial GCE Modelling Studies (WHT 
Data) 
Initial studies of the UCE model are detailed, where significant results were 
found, such as those pertaining to the fineness of parameter space when 
comparing SSP and GCE modelling (section 2.7). This section discusses 
supernovae (section 2.3 and subsection 2.10.2) and delayed feedback 
(section 2.2). 
2.1 Galactic Chemical Evolution (GCE) Modelling 
Software has been written, using Fortran 90, on Starlink to model GCE, 
which will be referred to hereafter as 'the GCE code" (Sansom and Proctor 
1998 give an early description of the GCE code). The model embodied by 
the GCE code will be referred to as "the GCE model". The GCE code in this 
software not only defines the GCE model, but also controls the data 
processing of the model and data producing the outputs for the user to study. 
The GCE code essentially fits model parameters and finds best fit indices 
(otherwise known as best fit "line strengths"); for a single set of model 
parameters the code finds a solution. The GCE code itself is under 
continued development (by Dr. A. Sansom). A diagram of the current OCE 
code is given in Figure 2.1, with more detailed diagrams given in Appendix 
A. 
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Overview Block diagram of CCI code. 
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Figure 2.1: An overview block diagram of the GCE code 2003. The NT=1 to 
NTMAX loop starts within the GETMT block and loops back from within the 
STATSOET block; see Appendix A for an expansion of this loop. 
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In Figure 2.1, the main ioop (DO N1 to NTMAX) is completed in every 
time step, the size of which is the time resolution of the GCE code. DT (in 
the current version of the OCE code) is the time resolution of the GCE 
model, the time the model galaxy is evolved divided by the number of steps 
that the code goes through as it evolves the model galaxy. A typical step 
size for DT could be 0.1 Gyr. The size of DT is limited by the age of the 
model galaxy (i.e. currently 17 Gyr) as an upper limit and in its lower limit 
by the amount of working memory from the hardware used to run the GCE 
code (currently leading to a DT of no less than about 0.01 Gyr). As an 
absolute lower limit, DT is also limited by the time stars take to get onto the 
MS. As the time resolution of the GCE code is increased, the amount of 
computing time per model run increases factorially with the number of 
increasing time steps. Where little star formation (SF) is occurring as the 
model galaxy is formed, larger values of DT could be used to decrease the 
amount of computing time required for runs of the GCE code. This is an 
extension to the model completed in 2004 (Sansom, A., private 
communication). 
The user may define certain model input parameters, such as type of 
Initial Mass Function (IMF), before running the model in either single step 
or multi-step mode. The single-step mode generates a single SFH (from 
fixed model input parameters). The multi-step mode tries 4320 SF1-Is in its 
search for the best model versus data fit (from fixed and non-fixed model 
input parameters). Table 2.1 describes the parameters searched by the multi-
stepping software, which are some of the key variables characterising a 
galaxy's SFH. The GCE code tries several discrete values for each searched 
model input parameter in each run of the model. A four dimensional grid 
space is thus searched. This grid space shall be referred to in this report as 
the "parameter space". The SFH may vary greatly by altering one of the key 
variables, as shown in Figure 2.1. 
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Searched 
Variables 	 Short Description 
	 Units 
(for 
Cl 	 The parameter "C" which serves as the 	 cel) 
efficiency coefficient of the SF rate 
(SFR, see Table 2.2). 
Fl 	 Gas inflow rate into the ISM, from the intergalactic 	 Me Gy(' 
medium, or an external galaxy. 
Ti 	 The 1st discrete time change 	 Gyr 
in the SFH. 
T2 	 The 2nd discrete time 	 Gyr 
change in the SFH. 
Parameters: C0=initial efficiency of SFR. C2=final efficiency. 
F0=initial inflow rate. F2=Final inflow rate. 
Salpeter IMF is assumed. The SNia rate is varied. 
Initial gas mass assumed is 106  M® 
Table 2.1: Model input parameters. a is defined as the power in the equation for 
Star Formation Rate given in Table 2.2. 
un 
CIC2 
Fl P2 
j \ r 
çø 	 Ci C? 
7 	 fl; 	 Ft F? 
1112 
lInwiGyr) 	 Th1I(GSI 
Figure 2.2: Two different SFHs, from the same initial model input parameters, 
except a C2 of 0.02 on the left and 0.5 on the right. The vertical axis represents the 
log of the SFR, with LW—  Ito 4.5. Labels and units of parameters are as given in 
Table 2.1, units for axes are Log(Gy( 1 ) in the vertical and Gyr in the horizontal. 
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Parameter Example  Short description Values 
NRR 	 1 	 Number of radial ranges 
Co 	 2 	 Constant (C) in SFR=Cpa (Gy( i  if AL1) 
AL 	 1 	 Index in SFR eqn. 
RCRIT 	 0 	 Critical density for Star Formation 
FLOSSLIM 0.1 	 Fractional limit for significant mass loss (M0 ) 
SNIA 3.80E-05 SNIa Number (M0 1 Gyrj) RAE 
OT 0.1 Time step (Gyr) 
FO 0 Inflow (Mj 1 Gy(1 ) 
SNH 70 SNII highest mass limit 
AM 1.35 Index for IMF (1.35=Salpeter) 
TYPIMF S S=Single slope IMF M=Modified IMF 
SSPDATA V SSP data: W=Worthey94 V=Vazdekis99 
X0 0.7718 Initial H mass fraction in gas 
Y0 0.228 Initial He fraction in gas 
MO 0.0002 Initial metal fraction in gas 
TI 5 1st discrete time change (Gyr) 
Cl 0.2 1st changed SFR constant (Gy( 1 ) 
Fl 1.00x107 1st changed inflow rate (Mj 1 Gy() 
T2 6575 2nd discrete time change (Gyr) 
C2 003 2nd changed SFR constant (Gy( 1 ) 
F2 0 2nd changed inflow rate (M 0 ' Gy(') 
RICH Y Enriched inflow (Y or N) 
BHMASS 6 Mass of CO core for BH formation (M 0 ) 
TIME 17 Time since stars started forming (Gyr) 
Table 2.2: Example model input parameters used in the OCE code. Parameters in 
bold are stepped through in the multi-step version of the GCE code. The equation 
for star formation rate (SFR) is given in the description for CO. MO is the initial 
metal mass fraction, which in the GCE code itself is symbolised as ZO. However, Z 
is used elsewhere for "metallicity". 
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Finally, the GCE code has been adapted (using the models of Tripicco & 
Bell 1995, as described in P502) to include non-solar abundance ratios in 
SSP indices; where the GCE code required a non-solar SSP, an appropriate 
solar SSP was adapted by way of a-element enhancement following the 
model of Tripicco & Bell (1995). Throughout this thesis, where the term 
"non-solar" is applied, the meaning of this term is as used in P502; the 
[Fe/H] (defined in equation 2.1) for a non-solar SSP (i.e. [Fe[H] < 0) is 
adapted by way of adding the summed enhancement of a-elements 
enhanced with respect to Fe peak elements (PS02). In the range -1 < [Fe[H] 
< 0, [Z/H] (which is all the elements combined with respect to H) is 
0.63 [Fern] (P502). Since research has shown non-solar ratios predominate 
in the stellar atmospheres of stars in galaxies, including the Milky Way, 
modem models of GCE incorporate non-solar abundance ratios (e.g. Trager 
et al. 2000, PS02 and Thomas, Maraston and Bender 2003b). GCE research 
centres on modelling Lick indices (e.g. Trager et al. 2005). Lick indices 
were formulated (originally developed for generating SSP indices) by a 
number of researchers (e.g. Faber et al., 1985, Worthey 1994). Worthey 
(1994) generated some indices from optical observations of stellar spectra: 
CN1, CN2, Ca4227, G4300, Fe4383, Ca4455, Fe4531, Fe4668, H1 3 , 
Fe5015, MgI, Mg2, Mgb, Fe5270, Fe5335, Fe5406 and the Ca triplet. 
Worthy & Ottaviani (1997) generated 4 more indices: 
HöA, H5F, H7A and H1F. 
These 24 Lick Indices include Z sensitive features (such as Fe50 15), and 
age sensitive features (e.g. H, H8 and G4300), as predicted by the SSP 
models (Worthey 1994 and Vazdekis et al. 1999). Z is the fraction of metals 
in the gas of a galaxy/ stellar photosphere where H and He make up the rest 
of the elements, often written as [Z/H]. Z is often inferred in (ICE research 
from [Fe/H], such as discussed in relation to the (ICE code above. This is 
the Z that shall be referred to throughout this thesis. [Fe/H] is 
conventionally taken to be as shown in equation 2.1 (Carroll and Ostlie p. 
920, 1996): 
[Fe/H] = logo(N e/NH)sgar — log jo(NFe/Nu) 0 	 (2.1) 
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Where N refers to the number density of the elements in the relevant 
suffixes. The more accurately a code predicts these line strengths, the more 
reliable the model is thought to perhaps be. 
Indices are believed dependant upon Z, and thereby the abundance of Fe 
(e.g. Puzia et al. 2002). Fe does not however need to relate directly to the 
abundance of other elements. The Lick indices, as modelled by Tripicco and 
Bell (1995), are more affected by the abundance of C and Mg than Z. This 
effect is modelled and formulated further by Trager et al. (2000) and then as 
a modification of the GCE code by PS02 (as discussed above in relation to 
[Z/H]). In the OCE model we consider the effect of enhancement of Lick 
indices (i) from their solar abundance ratio (see PS02) values (l i ), following 
the Lick Index prescribed estimate, Ii', laid down by Trager et al. (2000): 
F11j[(1+Rj,xi) E 
 xi 	 i,x2)E  X211og2 	 ], 	 (2.2) 
I (equation 2.2) gives the enhanced index, Ex = A[XIH] gives the change in 
the abundance of element X, and Rj,x is the fractional change in the ith  index 
when the abundance of element X is doubled (given in arrays set out in 
Tripicco and Bell 1995). Figure 2.3 shows the enhanced Mgi, index versus 
the change in Ex for XMg. In the plot, the Mgi, solar abundance ratio is for 
a 13 Gyr SSP, taken from Vazdekis et al. (1999). The plot serves as an 
example of how other indices behave also, since they obey the same 
equation but differ by the constants li and Rix. 
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Figure 2.3: Predicted variation of Line Strength of Mgb from its solar abundance 
ratio value (shown at E=O) as Mg abundance changes. As the Mg abundance 
increases, the line strength of Mgb climbs steeply, as according to the equation for 
I' j above. 
2.2 Mass Loss 
Delayed feedback is a term that refers to that mass loss of stars occurring 
largely at the end of stellar life times which is delayed, due the size of the 
model time step, from being fed back into the model ISM. Delayed 
feedback therefore has an effect on how the GCE model handles mass loss 
for those stars of shorter life span than the step size of the GCE model. Mass 
loss can be considered to be instantaneous at the end of the MS for a HMS, 
provided time steps in OCE models are of an order of magnitude greater 
than lx 105 years. This is since the 8 M, IMS, at the mass boundary between 
HMSs and IMSs, spend 4.2x10 5 years in post-MS (pre-supernova) phase 
(Woosley, Langer and Weaver 1993). This is following a MS lifetime of - 
55 Myrs (calculation from Wood 1992, verified from Kauffman, 1988. p. 
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416). Mass loss from an IMS is far less than from an HMS, as shown by 
Lamers and Nugis 2002 who model mass loss for different mass stars 
through Luminous Blue Variable (LBV) and WoIf-Rayet (WR) stages. In 
the GCE code the pre-WD Initial Mass Final Mass Relation (IMFMR) from 
Wood (1992) is used. This IMFMR, developed for single star MS lifetimes, 
was used to compute the range of stars going SN!! and the MS lifetime 
corresponding to the lower mass limit for SN!! in the GCE code. 
The rate of mass loss varies over the main sequence and in the subsequent 
LBV then WR stages (Woosley, Langer and Weaver 1993, Garcia-Segura, 
Low and Langer 1996). LBV and WR stars exist at the end of the MS (with 
WR possibly being off the MS). LBVs are massive, intrinsically bright and 
variable stars which represent a very short-lived (perhaps as little as 40,000 
years) strongly mass-losing phase, during which they undergo deep erosion 
of the outer layers before they enter the Woif-Rayet phase; when they 
undergo heavy mass loss. WoIf-Rayet stars are extremely rare, reflecting 
their short lifespan. Due to the short lifespan of stars in the LBV and WR 
stages, HMSs are reasonably assumed in the GCE model to evolve to 
supernovae instantaneously having left the MS. 
The IMFMR from Wood (1992) was applied to a range of masses, and 
compared for verification purposes to tabulated MS and post-MS lifetimes; 
from Kauffman (1994), as shown in Table 2.3, and also Sparke and 
Gallagher (2001), as shown in Table 2.4, between 0.5 and 60 M 0 . The 
Wood (1992) IMFMR, which is used in the GCE code, is shown in equation 
2.3: 
M1 = (TM! I 00)44 
	 (2.3) 
In this equation Msiar is the initial mass of a MS star (in M o); TM is the MS 
lifetime of the star (in Gyr). In the GCE model stars of masses greater than 
60 M0  are rare and contribute (assuming a Salpeter IMF) relatively little to 
the overall stellar yields, when compared to IMSs and HMSs below this 
mass. The high mass stars, however, live such relatively short lifetimes on 
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the MS, before going supernova, that they enrich the ISM with their yields 
early on in the age of a galaxy (see Table 2.4). 
A 60 M® star lasts only --0.36 Myrs on the MS, a 25 M0 —2.2 Myrs, a 9 
M0 -0.04 I Gyr, a 5 M0 —0.179 Gyr and a I M0 lasts —10 Gyr. Assuming a 
Salpeter IMF, the mass fraction of stars at and above 60 M ® is -0.147. This 
is a very small fraction of the mass used to form the stars in a galaxy. 
The IMFMR of Wood (1992) was verified from empirical data up to at 
least 25 M0 (see Table 2.3 which shows insignificant differences in 
evolutionary times for MS stellar masses > I M0). At higher masses, the 
empirical data from Sparke and Gallagher (2001) produced noticeably 
different MS lifetimes, but at this point the timescale considered is on the 
order of Myrs, about a tenth of the time resolution of the GCE code used in 
current experiments (of ~! 0.01 Gyr). On this scale of time, the differences 
between the empirical MS lifetimes in Sparke and Gallagher (2001) and the 
computed MS lifetimes using the IMFMR of Wood (1992) were thought to 
be currently neglible. 
Kauffman 
Wood 1992 1994 
Mstar (M0) 	 t (Gyr) 	 t (Gyr) 
	
0.5 	 56.569 	 200 
	
0.75 	 20.528 	 15 
	
1 	 10 	 10 
	
1.5 	 3.629 	 3 
	
3 	 0.642 	 0.5 
	
15 	 0.011 	 0.015 
	
25 	 0.003 	 0.003 
Table 2.3: Comparison of limes on MS for IMFMR from Wood (1992) and 
Kauffman (1994). Initial MS masses in the first column and MS life times in the 
adjacent columns. The Wood (1992) IMFMR is validated with observational data 
on stellar MS lifetimes from Kauffman, 1994, ed. 3, Chapter 21. 
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Wood 
1992 	 Sparke and Gallagher 2001 
Mø 	 t (Gyr) 	 t (Gyr) 	 t AGB (Gyr) 
0.8 	 17.469 	 25 	 - 
1 	 10 	 9.8 	 3.2 
1.25 	 5.724 	 3.9 	 1.65 
1.5 	 3.629 	 2.7 	 0.9 
2 	 1.768 	 1.1 
	 0.32 
3 	 0.642 	 0.35 	 0.086 
5 	 0.179 	 0.094 	 0.014 
9 	 0.041 	 0.026 	 0.017 
25 	 0.0032 	 0.0064 	 0.00064 
40 	 0.000989 	 0.0043 	 0.00047 
60 	 0.000359 	 0.0034 	 0.00043 
Table 2.4: Mass dependant stellar MS lifetimes and MS to WD lifetimes. The 1st 
column gives initial masses on the MS, the 2nd MS to WD lifetimes from Wood 
(1992), the 3rd gives empirical MS lifetimes from Sparke and Gallagher (2001) 
page 10, Table 2.1 and 4th the Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB, end of MS for 
stars less than —9 Mo, pre-planetary nebulae) lifetimes - Sparke and Gallagher 
(2001). 
2.3 Supernovae Ia Rates 
Here are discussed results from compilations of SN observations and from 
theoretical predictions of SN rates from the literature. Supernovae rates 
remain under question (see Woosley and Weaver 1995 and also Mango 
2001). Chemical abundances provide important clues to the evolution of 
galaxies and these are greatly affected by supernovae (Shifields 2002). 
Supernova rates evolve with redshift (see below) and vary with galaxy type 
(Sullivan et al. 2003), as found in observations. SN rates at redshift < 0.05 
AO] 
(i.e. within the local Universe) were examined from the literature, since this 
is most relevant to the galaxies studied in this thesis. 
The supernovae at higher redshift, of newly forming galaxies for example, 
are also of interest to constrain the SFHs searched by the GCE code. 
Supernovae type Ia (SNIa) rates and mass limits for type II supernovae 
(SN!!) are model inputs to the GCE code. The lower mass limit for Type II 
SN may be ~ 8 M0 (Regaly 2001), where the core collapse of stars greater 
than 25 M0 (or any star with a stellar core mass greater than 5 M0) produces 
a black hole (Carroll and Ostlie 1996, p.  514). Stars of MS masses less than 
25 M0  may result in a neutron start pulsar (Carroll and Ostlie 1996). In the 
GCE code SN!! are dealt with by using the theoretical stellar yields of 
HMSs. 
Mass loss, such as post-MS stellar winds (SWs), from IMSs and HMSs 
plays an important role in the cosmic cycle. !MSs are important to GCE due 
to their mass loss via SWs and (in close binaries) SN!a; enhancing the Z 
(with Carbon, lines from which may be linked to Fe lines, and Fe peak 
nuclides - Carroll and Ostlie 1996, p.  722) of the !SM. An example of 
observed SN rates (for various galaxy Hubble types) at non-cosmological 
redshifts from the results of Navasardyan et al. (2001), are given in Table 
2.5. The values found for supernovae were converted from Supernova Units 
(SNu) assuming a value of 7.4 x 1010  M0 and calculated from a luminous 
mass-to-light ratio of 3.4 and B band Luminosity total (Ls.01) of 2.3 xlO' ° 
L0  for the Milky Way galaxy bulge (Carroll and Ostlie 1996). 
The calculation started with the rate in SNu, which is the number of SN 
per century per 1010  solar luminosities in the rest-frame B band, often used 
for low redshift SN detections. The value in SNu was multiplied by 10 7 to 
find in terms of per Gyr (as oppose to per century), divided by 1010  LB (to 
find as a number per Gyr per B band solar luminosity, LB) and then divided 
by the mass-to-light ratio. The luminous Galaxy mass includes the bulge, 
thin and thick disc, and dust and gas. This resulted in rates with units of Gy( 
M0 ', and is converted for tables, for ease of displaying results, to 
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SN type Galaxies Paired Error Grouped Error Cappellaro Error 
etal(1999) 
Ia 	 412 	 8.53 	 3.24 6.47 	 1.76 	 5.88 	 1.76 
+ lb 	 8.24 	 19.41 	 9.12 	 10.86 
	
5 	 14.12 	 5.59 
ALL 	 1235 	 27.94 9.41 	 17.35 
	
5.29 	 20.00 	 5.88 
Table 2.5: Observational SN Rates (Gyr 1 M&' x I .5  based on studies of various 
galaxy types - Navasardyan et al. (2001). The 2nd column gives supernova rates 
for isolated galaxies, for which no errors were given; the 3rd column gives rates for 
paired galaxies, followed by errors in the 4th column. Finally, rates and errors for 
grouped galaxies and then as found by Cappellaro et al. (1999), are given. 
Navasardyan et al. (2001) observed that SNIa are less common than lb/c 
or II in late-type (i.e. spiral) galaxies. Data in Table 2.5 were derived from 
the combined archives of three SN searches, based on photographic surveys. 
These searches by Navasardyan et al. (2001) were cross correlated, to study 
isolated, paired and grouped galaxies in the local Universe (at z < 0.05); for 
instance from the Garcia (1993) catalogue of nearby galaxies and Reduzzi 
and Rampazzo (1995) catalogue of isolated galaxies. No errors are given for 
the first column of Table 2.5 above, since the observations in those cases 
were of only one or two supernovae. 
Matteucci and Recchi (2001) calculated SNIa rates in E and spiral galaxies 
from a number of models by different researchers. Table 2.6 presents some 
of the rates from these various models. Interestingly the SNIa rates in Table 
2.5 compare well with the 2nd and 3rd models represented in Table 2.6. 
The models in Table 2.6 (plotted in Figure 2.4) were distinguished by their 
different parameters, such as whether infall was allowed for in gas flow and 
the choice of stellar yields (e.g. RV8I for Renzini and Voli 1981 and MBC 
for Mango, Bressan & Chiosi 1996). The present-time SNIa rates in the 
final column were compared with an observational one, for the Es and SOs, 
of about 5 Gyr M 0- ' xl0 5  given in the final row of Table 2.6. The second 
column indicates whether the chemical evolution model, where applied to 
our Galaxy, for the solar neighbourhood had one or two infall episodes. The 
third column shows the efficiency of star-formation "C' (i.e., the constant in 
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the SFR, expressed in units of Gyrj. The constant C is given in the 
equation in Table 2.2, but in the models above was given only one value to 
adopt (unlike in the GCE model which has values Cl, C2 and CO). The 
fourth column gives the adopted timescale (in Gyr) for the formation of the 
disk in the solar region. The fifth column indicates if a threshold in the gas 
density for the SFR has been adopted or not. The sixth column shows the 
assumed prescriptions for the SNIa progenitors in the various models. The 
seventh column contains the values for A, the fraction of binary systems in 
the IMF that lead to a SNIa explosion. The eighth and ninth columns 
contain the IMF (Salpeter being defined in the range 0.05-50 M®), and the 
M-MWD (initial stellar mass evolved through to the white dwarf mass) 
relation adopted, respectively. 
Mod 	 lnf. C 	 I Th 	 5Nla 	 A 	 IMP 	 Mwo RaId Rate2 
MI 	 I 	 037 5 	 No 	 KTN 0.05 WD Salpeter 	 RV81 	 0.03 	 0.74 
MS,0.02 
M2 	 2 	 2; I 8 	 Yes 	 WD+R, 0.05 Scalo 	 RV8I 	 0.17 	 5.06 
C97 
M3 I 	 0.5 4 No C97 
M4 I 	 0.5 4 No 096 
MS I 	 0.5 4 No 096 
	
0.05 	 Scalo 	 RV8I 	 0.19 	 5.68 
	
0.05 	 scalo 	 191 	 0.04 	 1.15 
	
0.05 	 Scalo 	 MBC 	 0.02 	 0.68 
OBS. 	 - 	 0.18 	 5.29 
Table 2.6: Model Parameters and Predicted SNIa Rates from Matteucci and Recchi 
(2001) in SNu (Rate I) and then Gyf' M&'xl0 5  (Rate 2). Model 2 is the best fit 
model to observations (Matteucci and Recchi 2001). A luminous Galaxy mass of 
7.9x10' °  Mo was assumed (Carroll and Ostlie 1996, Table 22.1 and p.  933). The 
observed rate (OBS.) of "5.29" is of SNIa in E-SO galaxies from Cappellaro et al. 
(1999), with H. of 75 kms' MpC'. This OBS. rate differs from the value of 5.88 
formulated by Navasardyan et al. in Table 2.5. The difference is due to (it seems) 
rounding errors made by those authors when converting units; Cappellaro et al. had 
used a H. of 60 kms 4  Mpc to find their intrinsic SNIa rates, and Navasardyan et 
al. had H. of 75 kms Mpc' for their intrinsic SNIa rates. 
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In table 2.6, models assume an upper limit of 50 M0 for the mass of MS 
stars whose yields may affect the SNIa rate, as oppose to the usual Salpeter 
upper limit value of 120 M0 (Salpeter 1955). The last two columns have 
units ofxlO 5 Gyf' M0'. The yields adopted in most of the models were the 
same: Renzini and You (1981) for low and intermediate-mass stars and 
Woosley and Weaver (1995) for massive stars. These stellar yields are also 
currently used in the GCE code. 
Matteucci and Recchi (2001) showed that the peak in the SNIa rate in a 
newly formed galaxy was at —1 Gyr. Matteucci and Recehi (2001) claim this 
1 Gyr was just the time at which, in the solar neighbourhood, the Fe 
production from SNIa started to become important and not the time at which 
SNIa started to explode. In other research (Samland 1998), modelling SNIa 
rates in the MW Galaxy, SNIa rates as high as 11.83 Gyf' M 0 ' x10 5 were 
found. 
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Figure 2.4: Supernovae rate variation over time, for an instantaneous burst of star-
formation. Model 5 is for the rate predicted for an elliptical galaxy. Model 2 
assumes a threshold in the gas density for the star formation. From Matteucci and 
Recchi (2001), their Figure 4. For models, refer to Table 2.6. Model 2 can be seen 
to have a great rate of variation. 
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In summary, SNIa, which dominate supernovae events in early-type 
galaxies, appear in models and observations to have a similar rate of 
between about 4 (Navasardyan et al., 2001) and 12 Gyr M 0 ' x10 5 
(Samland 1998). This range encompasses the best fit from models shown in 
Table 2.6. The SNIa rate was varied in experiments with the GCE model, 
based on these rates from the literature. 
Three SNIa rates were tried, spanning the range supported by the 
literature; 3.8 (a lower limit, from Sansom and Proctor 1998, who derived 
this value from models of Timmes, Woosley and Weaver (1995), assuming 
a galaxy mass of 1.4 xlO" M 0), 6.5 (from the best fit for NGC 2831) and 12 
(from Samland 1998, as an upper limit), all with the units of x10 5 M0 ' Gyf 
. The main outcomes of these experiments of SNIa rate modelling with a 
sample galaxy are given in section 2.4. 
2.4 Sample Galaxy NGC 2831 
The sample galaxy was chosen for the purpose of experimenting with the 
limits of the model input parameters (for example flowrates) and to test, for 
example, SNIa rates. NGC 2831 was chosen as a sample galaxy from the 
data set described in subsection 2.10.1. NGC 2831 was selected due to the 
principal reasoning that compared to most galaxies in the WHT data set, 
NGC 2831 had relatively good SSP reduced chi-squared () of 2.35. Other 
reasons besides these principal reasons for NOC 2831 being chosen were: 
. NGC 2831 is an E galaxy, useful to test single zone GCE models, as 
a spheroidal galaxy with a centralized distribution of SF, which is 
relatively simple to model compared to that of spiral galaxies. 
. NGC 2831 is not a strong emission line galaxy (PS02). 
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• The individual line strengths of NGC 2831 contributed evenly in the 
overall statistical fit of the galaxy to SSP models. This meant that the 
fit was not being unbalanced by any single line strength; a single line 
with very poor chi-squared ()?) did not make the overall fit appear 
significantly worse than the other indices alone did. 
• There exists good S/N data, for 19 optical line-strengths, for this 
galaxy (PS02). 
However, NGC 2831 (like the cD galaxy nearest to N0C283 I, NOC 
2832) was at such a redshifl that a coincidence with telluric lines, 
originating from the Earth's atmosphere, reduced the number of indices that 
could be fitted to 19 from 20. Furthemiore, NGC 2831 and NGC 2832, 
following the experiments described in this Chapter, upon inspection of 
their optical images appeared to not be isolated but close and possibly 
interacting. In Figure 2.5 NGC 2831 is shown with the larger ct) galaxy, 
NOC 2832. 
Figure 2.5: The E galaxy NGC 2831 is shown with the larger cD galaxy, NGC 
2832. NGC 2832 is center and NOC 2831 the spheroidal is below to the right, in 
this image of 1.5 by 1.5 arcminutes. DSS image from Hypercat archive 
(http://www-obs.univ-lyonl.fr/'hypercat),  with colours inverted. 
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Various experiments with the sample galaxy were performed. Firstly, 
there were those regarding the SNIa rates from the literature review (see 
Table 2.7). There were then those experiments performed with solar versus 
non-solar abundance ratios (more fully investigated in section 2.8). There 
were also GCE model runs completed to test the effects of tripling the error 
on one index with an error value (for Ca4227). This testing was done since 
the error value for Ca4227 had been put into doubt (as having been 
significantly underestimated in PS02). This doubt arose from finding 
Ca4227 was particularly poorly fined by GCE model runs. Following this, 
notes made in P502 regarding a suspected underestimation of error for 
Ca4227 were identified. A significantly underestimated error value may 
cause an effectively incorrect x2  in the best fit. 
The best fit on NGC 2831 was achieved with non-solar abundance ratios, 
tripled error for Ca4227, and a low but non-zero SNIa rate (of about 4 x10 5 
Gyf' M0 ) which is within the observational limits found in the literature 
review. The hard limits set by the (theoretical) supernovae data sets which 
the GCE model drew upon were explored in these trials (see Table 2.7), for 
experimental completeness. This had little effect on the best fit for NGC 
2831. 
The model input values and results for this best fit are given in the model 
summary (see section 2.9), and were presented as part of a poster 
presentation at the National Astronomical Meeting 2003, held in Dublin and 
also at the SPS03 in Garching. The results of some different SNIa rates 
(between —4 and 12 xI0 5 Gyf' M0j are given in Table 2.7, with that of 
zero as a control (to test the importance of having no SNIa at all). The table 
shows that varying the SNIa rate had little effect on the X1, though for this 
sample galaxy lower rates produced the lowest Xv  with the exception of a 
SNIa rate of 0, which produced the poorest fit of all. Here v is the number of 
degrees of freedom, defined for the Z, formulae as the number of fitted 
observations (i.e. 20 or 19 Lick indices) less the number of model 
parameters searched in parameter space (i.e. Cl, TI, Dl and Fl in the GCE 
multi-stepping software). A v of 15 in the x2  occurs where there were 19 
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indices fitted with the 4 searched model parameters of the OCE model 
multi-step code. 
Rate (SNIa) Ti (Gyr) Ci (Gy() {Fi (M0 Gy( 1 ) T2 (Gyr) 	 x2 
0 i 0.2 1.00E+07 6.58 9.45 
3.8 5 0.2 1.00E+07 6.58 5.72 
6.5 4 0.4 1.00E+07 4.864 6.3 
8 3 0.2 1.00E+07 3.864 6.15 
12 3 0.2 1.00E+07 3.864 6.23 
Table 2.7: NGC 2831 best fit model parameters for various SNIa rates, including 
that of zero as a control. In X2v,  v, which is the degrees of freedom, equals 15. 
Fixed model input parameters were: C0=2, C2=0.03, FO and F2 zero and non-solar 
abundance ratios; that is a initially high SFR, with no significant inflow or outflow 
of gas, and a low end SFR. 
Interestingly, in Table 2.7, as the SNIa rate is increased a pattern in the 
best fit model parameters emerges. The values for Cl and Fl do not much 
change, but those of Ti and T2 become earlier as the SNIa rate is increased. 
What this indicates, is that the higher end SNIa rates require starburst events 
to take place earlier in the age of a galaxy. A simple reason for this would 
be that were the higher end SNIa rates to be present at a later time, galaxies 
would require different line strengths (e.g. due to more Fe from SNIa) to the 
ones that they do have. Another way of interpreting this result is to realise 
that knowing alone the SNIa rate accurately for a given galaxy may help 
unravel more confidently the SFH. 
2.5 Pseudo Galaxies 
In this section, experiments on simulated data are described. These were run 
as control experiments to test the validity of using the GCE code and the 
robustness of the OCE code in reproducing SFHs. 
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2.5.1 Test for a Perfect Match 
The best fit ()?, = 5.72) SFH found for NGC 2831 by the GCE software was 
used to mimic a 'pseudo' galaxy (for which the SFH is exactly known, see 
near top of Table 2.7 for parameter values). A run of the GCE multi-step 
code with such a pseudo galaxy should produce a perfect fit of model versus 
"data" (i.e. of a pseudo galaxy). This is since the values are on a grid point 
in searched parameter space. The pseudo galaxy consists of the Lick indices 
output by the model. The GCE model, using the pseudo galaxy, was able to 
fully recover the SF11 model input parameters originally found for NGC 
2831. Indices recovered were also as for the original modelled NOC 2831. 
Further, the model achieved a of 4.lx10 6, which is essentially zero, 
within the rounding errors of the software. 
2.5.2 The Perturbed Case 
Three perturbed pseudo galaxies were created (using the single model GCE 
code), by moving all model input parameters (i.e. model parameters given in 
the first half of Table 2.7) outward in parameter grid space between adjacent 
grid points and then running the OCE multi-step code to output best fit SF11 
values for each perturbed pseudo galaxy in individual experiments. 
Perturbing all the pseudo galaxy model parameters by 10 % of the space 
between the grid point original values and the adjacent grid point caused an 
increase in y of -'0.114. For a 20 % perturbation of all model input 
parameters X2, increased by -0.456 (see Table 2.8). Perturbing all the model 
parameters between grid points in parameter space by 50 % (i.e. to mid way 
between grid points) caused an increase in X2v  of -2.128, whilst the original 
unperturbed SF11 model parameters were fully recovered once more. Since 
the perturbed flowrate was moved inward within grid space in this third 
experiment, this experiment served as a control and showed that a 
systematic effect of the model to find the lower values in grid space was not 
apparent. However, this increase in y due to a 50% perturbation implies 
that the grid spacing is too coarse. In all three experiments, the unperturbed 
model parameters were recovered by the best fits, thereby increasing 
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confidence in the GCE code. However, line strengths deviated slightly, as 
discussed below. The fixed model parameters should fully define the line 
strengths (as they did for the pseudo galaxy). However, the indices produced 
by the perturbed pseudo galaxies were not, being perturbed, from the 
original fixed model parameters. 
10% 	 20% 	 50% 
Experiment 	 Perturbed 	 Perturbed 	 Perturbed 
114 	 0.456 
Table 2.8: Perturbed Pseudo Galaxy Runs best fit 
Index 	 and Pseudo 10 	 % 20% 50% 
units Galaxy Perturbation Perturbation Perturbation 
Index 
(I) Al Al Al 
HSA (A) -2.855 0.003 0.025 0.028 
118F (A) 0.021 -0.244 -0.463 -0.089 
CN1 (mag) 0.035 -0.026 0.003 -0.092 
CN2(mag) 0,078 -0.006 0.004 -0.019 
Ca4227 (A) 2.012 0.007 0.023 0.04 
04300 (A) 5.841 -0.002 -0.001 -0.006 
HA (A) -6.089 0.002 0.013 0.016 
HyF (A) -1.406 0.006 0.032 0.045 
Fe4383 (A) 4.947 0.003 0.014 0.02 
Ca4455 (A) 1.912 -0.001 0.005 0.001 
Fe4531 (A) 3.285 0.001 0.008 0.009 
Fe4668 (A) 6.359 -0.008 -0.01 -0.036 
Hp (A) 1.793 -0,004 -0.013 -0.024 
Fe5015 (A) 5.718 0 0.006 0.004 
Mg 1 (mag) 0.13 -0.004 -0.002 -0.014 
M9 2 (rnag) 0.27 -0.001 0.004 -0.001 
Mgb (A) 4.298 -0.003 0.001 -0.008 
Fe5270 (A) 2.96 0.003 0.01 0.014 
Fe5335 (A) 2.639 0.005 0.017 0.029 
Table 2.9: Pseudo line strengths and changes in pseudo line strengths. Sample 
original pseudo galaxy line strengths are shown, with their deviations (to 3.s.f.) in 
the three perturbation experiments, with negative signs indicating decreases. 
As shown in Table 2.9, the line strengths were only slightly perturbed. 
Almost all indices differed in the three perturbation experiments by amounts 
of less than 2 % of the original pseudo galaxy line strengths. The exceptions 
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were H5F, for the 10 and 20 % perturbations, and CN 1 for the 10 % 
perturbation. Why the values for H5F and CN1 varied so much is uncertain. 
However the error for CNI is very high in relation to the observed index in 
comparison to the other indices and their respective errors. The line 
strengths seemed perturbed, but not in any systematic way related to the 
degree of perturbation. The recovery of the unperturbed model parameters 
was as expected; The GCE code is designed to find the best fit model to the 
data from a set of fixed models. Any recovered SFH values will lie on one 
of the grid points in searched parameter space, regardless of the degree of 
perturbation (up to 50 %). The deviations found give errors to axes denoting 
line strengths (in plots versus Z, age and so forth) For H513, CN I and CN2 in 
particular, there are potentially significant model errors. However, the 
indices of the unperturbed pseudo galaxy were error free, suggesting the 
GCE model may accurately reproduce line strengths; provided the model 
input parameters fall onto grid points within parameter space. The 
importance of searching parameter space on a sufficiently fine grid is 
highlighted by this final result. 
2.6 Testing Small Time Step (DT) 
The amount of time used to run the lICE model increases as the time step 
size is decreased. Small time steps may be favourable at certain points in a 
model galaxy SFH (for example at a time of high SFR) and unnecessary at 
other times in the model SFH (i.e. at a time of low SFR). Therefore a 
variable time step was thought a useful modification to the lICE code, so as 
to obtain the most efficiency out of the computing time needed to run the 
lICE code. These modifications were carried out by Dr. A. Sansom. With 
the lICE code modified to handle delayed feedback, tests of small time steps 
were completed. The availability of the code to access small times steps 
where needed, though making minor improvement to computation time, did 
not significantly improve fits of model versus data. 
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2.7 Comparing Fineness of Parameter Space 
Searches by SSP and GCE Models 
Adding parameters to models, to extend them from relatively simple SSP 
models to self-consistent liCE models, has thus far yielded poorer best fits 
in GCE models. A possible reason for this is that SSP models (Proctor, R., 
2002) make a much finer search of parameter space, albeit with fewer 
parameters (Sansom, A., private communication, 2002). 
Searching more discrete values of variable model input parameters (TI, 
Cl, Fl and DI) could improve GCE model versus data fits. Currently, the 
SSP software (Proctor, R., 2002) searches 85 discrete steps of age to select 
SSPs from the arrays of Vazdekis et al. 1999 with adjustments from 
Tripicco and Bell 1995. The software also searches 81 of Z and steps 
through 37 possible enhancements (i.e. 37 enhancements to produce 
abundances different than solar abundance). This produces a search of 
254745 possible combinations of age (from 1.5 to 16.8 Gyr), Z (0.01 to 5.6 
times solar) and enhancement (about 0.5 to 4 times solar abundance). From 
the recent WMAP results, the age range used is to be updated in the code to 
13.7 Gyr, but versions of the SSP and liCE models used here were up to the 
age 17 Gyr. Currently, the GCE model only searches about 1.7 % of this 
size of parameter space (4320); from 15 discrete variables for Ti, 4 for Cl, 
6 for Fl and 12 forD! being tried in a run of the multi-step GCE code (see 
Table 2.1 and Figure 2.2 for definitions of these searched parameters 
describing the SFH). Careful experiments with pseudo galaxies to test the 
effect of perturbing individual model parameters may be considered. These 
could act as a guide to which model parameters to first increase the number 
of searched discrete model parameters in the GCE code for. Such 
experiments will need to consider different SF1-Is. For example, in the liCE 
model Cl is more important to the chemical evolution of a model galaxy for 
a TI of 8 Gyr than a TI of 16 Gyr, since it plays a role in the SF1-I for a 
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greater duration of the SFH. Therefore, for example, testing Cl and Fl 
should be done at low value for TI. 
2.8 Comparing Solar versus Non-solar Abundance 
Ratios 
Abundances of elements in the ISM from which stars are born play an 
important role in GCE, since this ultimately affects the spectra of stars that 
compose the light of galaxies and, further, affects the stellar yields of the 
stars. Initial studies of GCE used solar abundance ratios (from studies of the 
Sun's photospheric spectra). Wallerstein (1962) and Wallerstein et al. (1963) 
were the first to find conclusive evidence of a non-solar mixture of Fe-peak 
elements (from G type field stars in the 1962 paper and in the 1963 paper 
three field stars resembling giant, metal-poor globular cluster stars). 
Wallerstein (1962) and Wallerstein et al. (1963) thereby on observational 
grounds greatly extended the complexity of GCE research. Modem GCE 
research, theoretical and observational, often involves non-solar abundance 
ratios (see Trager et al 2000, P502 and Marmol-Queralto et al., 2006). The 
SSPs used by the GCE model are those of Vazdekis et al. (1999) and 
Worthey et al. (1994), as detailed in PS02. Non-solar abundance ratios were 
estimated by the GCE model, by way of enhancements to solar abundance 
ratio SSPs (Proctor 2002), as discussed above in section 2.1. In this section, 
experiments were made so as to compare the ? contour plots and indices 
produced by runs of the GCE model. This was with the mid SNIa rate of 6.5 
and appropriate best fit parameters from Table 2.7. 2v  for the solar 
abundance ratio case was about 6, only 0.6 higher than for the case allowing 
for non-solar abundance ratios. 
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2.8.1 Contour Plots and Output Indices 
Contour plots provide a graphical means of interpreting the spread of f 
(within 3 sigma of the best fit) resulting from a run of the multi-stepping 
GCE code. The contour plots provide aid to determine if the best fits from a 
model run are well confined in parameter space and further which discrete 
values for searched model input parameters are most often identified (or 
avoided) by model outputs. Contour plots in this section are generated as a 
composite of individual contour plots, each in a square grid containing 
points of model galaxies with x2  within 3 sigma of the best fit (each of these 
fitted SFHs is represented by a single point on the contour plot). Each 
individual square grid has a horizontal axis of TI and vertical axis of Dl 
(see Table 2.1 for a description of Ti, Dl and other model input 
parameters), and each box represents a discrete, searched value of either Cl 
(horizontal axis) or Fl (vertical axis); so for example, the first square grid in 
the top left hand corner of a contour plot represents the first, and lowest, 
searched values of Cl and Fl, with any point placed in that square 
representing a model galaxy with Ti and Di at the loci of that point. 
The output indices from the best fits on a sample galaxy, NGC 2831 (see 
section 2.4) using solar and non-solar ratio models (see Table 2.10) were 
examined. The comparison was made so as to begin to investigate what 
trends the solar and non-solar abundance ratios may produce. 
For the non-solar ratio models, the contour plots showed a sharp and deep 
drop in x2  for a small region of x2  space, whereas the solar ratio models have 
a broader, less confined, distribution of dips in ? for the same confidence 
levels above the best fit. This result indicates that the GCE model can 
distinguish between solar and non-solar ratio models, since the distribution 
of X2 in the plots finds different favoured points in parameter space and (as 
mentioned above) different types of distribution. Further, non-solar ratio 
models may more convincingly produce SFHs than do solar ratio models, 
because the SFHs are more confined. 
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NS S S-NS NS S 
Index and units MODEL MODEL MODEL x2 x2 
CN1 (rnag) 0022 0.054 0.032 1.57 0.08 
CN2 (mag) 0.072 0.09 0.018 1.2 0.2 
Ca4227(Angstroms) 1.982 1.695 -0.287 18.15 10.29 
G4300 (Angstroms) 5.814 5.374 -0.44 0.55 0 
Fe4383 
(Angstroms) 4.894 5.997 1.103 0.1 1.03 
Ca4455 
(Angstroms) 1.855 1.826 -0.029 0.77 0.78 
Fe4531 
(Angstroms) 3.22 3.675 0.455 0.69 0 
Fe4668 
(Angstroms) 6.202 6.557 0.355 11.05 1.58 
Hb (Angstroms) 1.772 1.636 -0.136 2.46 0.54 
Fe5015 
(Angstroms) 5.594 5.851 0.257 0.04 2.83 
Mg, (mag) 0.13 0.128 -0.002 9.83 9.37 
M92 (mag) 0.27 0.279 0.009 12.3 0.53 
Mgb (Angstroms) 4.146 4.127 -0.019 4 3.44 
Fe5270 
(Angstroms) 2.932 3.252 0.32 7.56 35.32 
Fe5335 
(Angstrorns) 2.628 3.134 0.506 0.22 14.23 
ROA (Angstroms) -2.726 -2.912 -0.186 7.51 9.41 
HYA(Angstroms) -5.968 -6.19 -0.222 9.81 11.37 
HOF (Angstroms) 0.065 -0.022 -0.087 5.34 7.92 
HYF (Angstroms) -1.37 -1.488 -0.118 1.38 1.71 
Total x2 : 94.56 96.4 
Total x2 5.91 6.03 
Table 2.10: Differences in line strengths between solar and non-solar abundance 
ratio best fits, for NGC 2831. SNIa rates are of 6.5 x10 5 Gyr' M6', CO of 2 and 
C2 of 0.03. Columns described in text below. 
In Table 2.10 the 1st column gives the names of indices and their units. 
The 2nd and 3rd columns give the fined line strengths for Non-Solar Ratio 
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(NS) and Solar Ratio (5) abundances respectively. The fourth column of 
Table 2.10 gives the difference in line strength between NS and S, with 
negative indicating a lesser line strength in the S case than the NS case. The 
last two colunms give individual for indices, for the NS and S cases, for 
comparative purposes. The H6, H and Ca triplet (near infra-red) lines in 
Table 2.10 are excluded, since these are not altered from solar abundance 
ratios in the non-solar abundance ratio model run. 
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Figure 2.6a: Example contour plot of non-solar model run on sample galaxy NGC 
2831, with SNIa rate of 6.5 x10 5 Gyf' M&', CO of 2, C2 of 0.03. The best fit is 
located in the top right of the plot, as in Figure 2.6b. The best fit is indicated by a 
red dot and green arrow. Each contour plot box has its vertical (time step, Dl) and 
horizontal (TI) axis scaled from 0 to 15 Gyr. CI is advanced in discrete values 
searched moving vertically down the plots. Fl is advance moving horizontally 
from left to right. 
In the case of NGC 2831 a slightly lower f resulting from a non-solar abundance 
ratio also made the corresponding SFH more convincing than in the solar 
abundance ratio model. The unbroken lines represented by the contours about the 
minima in the contour plots indicate that further minima within 3 sigma of the 
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minimum best fit are not present. The results of this experiment were later used 
to design experiments on the full WHT data set (see section 2.10). In regard to the 
Fe output indices, the values in Table 2.10 do appear to distinguish a pattern in 
differences between the solar and non-solar model, from variation in model line 
strengths or . The Fe indices are systematically lower for non-solar than solar fits 
(see Table 2.10). This finding may suggest, for example, that galaxies with close to 
solar abundances have undergone more SNIa events than the E galaxy NGC 2831. 
It could be that as the GCE model develops and improves in the future, more 
patterns in differences will become apparent. 
Figure 2.6b: Example contour plots of solar ratio model run on sample galaxy NGC 
2831. Axes and identification of location of best fit are as described in the caption 
for Figure 2.6a. 
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2.9 Summary of Experiments on Sample Galaxy 
The previous Sections of this chapter describe findings on experiments 
involving a sample galaxy. The effects of delayed feedback and studied SN 
rates were discussed, the choice of NGC 2831 as a sample galaxy was 
justified. Comparison of solar versus non-solar abundance ratios and testing 
of the GCE model with pseudo sample galaxies were described. The best fit 
for the sample galaxy so far is given in the second row of Table 2.7. The 
findings of the experiments on the sample galaxy are summarized here: 
. The contour plots showed that the OCE code appears to constrain the 
5FF! when non-solar abundance ratios are allowed for, far more than 
in the case of solar ratios. 
• A high inflow rate was found in all best fits, implying perhaps that 
starburst inducing merger events are important (Mihos & Hernquist 
1996). 
• Variation of the SNIa rate, within observational limits, had little 
effect on X2 (see Table 2.7). The X 2 v varied by no more than --0.5. 
Additionally, zero SNIa rate produced much poorer fits. 
• The pseudo galaxy experiment demonstrated the GCE model can 
reproduce model parameters for a pseudo galaxy. The error in this 
result is neglible, the x2  produced being almost the theoretical value 
of zero (i.e. 4.1 x10 6). 
• Displacing model parameters for a pseudo galaxy by 10, 20 or 50 % 
of the space between sampled values does not prevent recovery of 
the original pseudo galaxy parameters, but fitted line strengths are 
slightly perturbed (in an apparently unsystematic manner). 
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• One reason for the apparent continued relevant "success" of SSP 
model fits compared to that of OCE appears to be the difference in 
fineness of parameter space searched by the two methods. 
The experiments with the sample galaxy yielded a quite poor best fit X1, of 
5.72 (compared to an SSP , for the same galaxy of 5.01). This suggests 
that the GCE model, as with the SSP model, does not yet adequately fit the 
SF1-I. The sample galaxy's best fit (see values in Table 2.7) is next used to 
provide a starting point for initial experiments on the larger WHT data set. 
2.10 All Galaxies 
The best fit model parameters (see Table 2.7) for the sample galaxy were 
used as a "starting point" for experiments with the WI-IT data set. The WHT 
data set is discussed more fully in section 2.10.1. There were 20 modelled 
indices for each galaxy, except NGC 2831 and NGC 2832 (19 indices, see 
subsection 2.10.1). To run the experiments efficiently, a shell script (written 
on the Redhat Linux system) was coded to systematically create all 
formatted input data files of individual galaxies for the multi-step GCE code 
to read and also to systematically run the OCE code and store output files. 
In this way, experiments that run the GCE code on large samples could be 
automated for this and future experiments. 
In the experiments described below, the best fit OCE model X2v  found for 
each galaxy of the experiments described in this Chapter were compared 
with their corresponding best fit enhanced (Proctor, 2002) SSP model . In 
both the SSP and GCE model, 20 indices were to be fit for each galaxy in 
the WHT data set except NOC 2831 and NGC 2832 (for which there were 
only 19). 
The SSP model had age, Z and enhancement to fit, producing a v of 17 or 
16. The GCE model had 4 parameters (CO, Cl, F 1 and TI) to fit, producing 
a v of 16 or else 15. Observed average counts from the WI-IT data were 
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found using Starlink data reduction software (i.e. KAPPA), to help identify 
those galaxies with high or low SIN; If the error values of indices are too 
great, the data fails to distinguish between different models. From 
comparisons of SSP and GCE best fits, NGC 5353 (an SO), and some Sb 
galaxies, NGC 3769, NGC 4157 and NOC 4217 were considered for future 
exclusion from analyses. This was since each was found to have been 
effectively fit by its SSP best fit (achieving )2v  of 0.87, 0.54, 0.66 and 0.25 
respectively, calculated from SSP f values in Table 2.11). 
Most of the Es and SOs had X2 V > 2, so may have scope for GCE fitting 
that may lead to X2, better than that achieved with SSP fits. The following 
subsections discuss the experiments with supernova rate and abundance 
ratios that were first tried with the sample galaxy NGC 283 1. 
2.10.1 Observed Galaxies: existing data 
The WHT data set provided by PS02, used for experiments using the GCE 
model, is discussed here. This sample consisted of 32 spheroidal and spiral 
(5) galaxies of the local Universe, observed with the WHT, and referred to 
in this report as the "WHT d ata.  Observations of spirals concentrated upon 
the bulges of those galaxies. These galaxy observations produced spectra, 
from which 24 Lick indices were measured (PS02). The errors that were 
calculated in the reduction of the raw data are important in the statistical 
calculation of ; for example errors that are too large lead to degeneracy in 
the data, as models can then too easily fit the data. 
2.10.2 Variation of Supernovae rate 
Experiments with different supernovae Ia rates on sample galaxy NGC 2831 
had not much differed in the resultant y for the sample galaxy (see Table 
2.11). This result was unexpected, since supernovae form such a distinct 
part of the cosmic cycle. Therefore the SNIa rate was chosen first to 
experiment upon all 32 galaxies in the WHT data, so as to investigate 
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further this unexpected result. Three SNIa rates were tried, as done with the 
sample galaxy. 
Apart from the SNIa rate and the four fitted parameters, all other model 
input parameters were kept constant, with non-solar abundance ratios in 
effect. The results of varied SNIa rates on GCE model best fits of all 32 
galaxies in the WHT data are outlined in Table 2.11. 
SN3.8 SN6.5 SN12 
SSP GCE GCE c GCE c 
Type (NGC) x2 x2 X2 SN3.87 x2 SN3.8? 5N6.5? 
E 2831 44.85 85.88 94,53 0 93.42 0 1 
E 3226 118.1 180.58 185.5 0 171.2 1 1 
E 3608 50.43 182.52 153.08 1 176.32 1 0 
E 4291 49.97 105.92 105.86 1 119.76 0 0 
E 4365 55.77 239.62 211.96 1 173.06 1 1 
E 4374 51.82 129.18 126.84 1 137.74 0 0 
E 4552 92.57 382.46 297.92 1 305.68 1 0 
E 4636 27.82 141.14 110 1 123.22 1 0 
E 5322 21.42 106.92 87.84 1 90.96 1 0 
E 4697 32.46 183.3 138.96 1 108,2 1 1 
E(cD) 2832 80.15 183.58 150.1 1 171.55 1 0 
Mean: 56.85 174.65 166.26 9 Of 11 151.92 8 Of 11 4 Of 11 
SO 2549 45.74 417.44 301.16 1 259.18 1 1 
50 3607 30.76 202.62 178.48 1 139.1 1 1 
50 4203 71.53 250.84 203.3 1 220.86 1 0 
50 4526 84.72 255.32 201.98 1 170.52 1 1 
SO 5354 28.63 58.86 54.72 1 66.48 0 0 
50 5353 14.78 241.2 195.68 1 181.34 1 1 
SOa 3301 59.4 252.66 311.34 0 309.44 0 1 
Mean: 47.94 239.85 206.67 6 Of 7 192.42 5 OfT 5 017 
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Sa 3623 24.05 13786 101.38 1 92.74 1 1 
Sa 4419 66.88 206.66 229.8 0 24576 0 0 
Sab 4192 31.88 158.02 159.6 0 183.2 0 0 
Sab 4312 18.42 61.02 57.98 1 54.68 1 1 
Sab 4313 30.35 197.4 238.78 0 246.28 0 0 
Mean: 34.32 152.19 157.51 2 ofs 164.53 2 of 5 2 of 5 
Sb 2683 32.6 77.04 87.06 0 93.04 0 0 
Sb 3769 9.2 197.02 188.74 1 180.42 1 1 
Sb 4157 11.29 60.14 59.8 1 61.04 0 0 
Sb 4216 46.41 463.72 360.42 1 273.7 1 1 
Sb 4217 4.18 10.34 10.56 0 11.64 0 0 
Sb 5746 34.39 94.46 81.64 1 76.94 1 1 
Sb 5908 36.41 96.68 113.18 0 121.32 0 0 
Sb 5987 27.44 110.46 99.72 1 95.96 1 1 
Sbc 3254 35.75 165 141.65 0 212.16 0 0 
Mean: 26.41 141.65 126.97 Sofg 125.14 4 of 9 4 of 9 
22of lgof 
T Mean: 41.38 177.08 164.35 32 158.50 32 15 of 32 
Table 2.11: z2  for full WHT sample, for the three SNIa rates discussed in the text 
and non-solar ratios. The third column gives SSP x2  the 4th, 5th and 7th columns 
give GCE x2  for the smallest, mid and largest SNIa rates considered. In columns 6, 
8 and 9 the I means "yes" the x2  in the GCE X2  column next on the left is indeed 
less than the x2  next further on the left, for the SNIa rate indicated in the column 
heading. A "0" indicates a higher x2 • T.Mean is the mean of all the means in a 
column. 
The means and total means in Table 2.11 show the same story as a tally of 
the number of galaxies which have improved Xas the SNIa rate increases. 
The mid and then highest SNIa rate tried generally produced the smallest 
for Es and SOs. For Sa type galaxies, as the SNIa rate is increased, the x2 
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increases, with the exception of NUC 3623 (an Sa) and NGC 4312 (an Sab), 
which follow the opposite trend. In the case of Sb galaxies, the best f came 
from the mid and then smallest SNIa rates. The results indicate that E and 
SO galaxies favour higher end SNIa rates in their SFH, and that spiral 
galaxy bulges favour lower end SNIa rates in their SFHs. 
2.10.3 Solar Ratio versus Non-Solar Ratio 
Experiments Using WHT data 
To extend earlier experiments with NGC 2831 comparing solar and non- 
solar ratios, the experiment described in section 2.8 was run on all the 
galaxies in the WHT data. This experiment was run with a medium 
supernovae Ia rate of 6.5 x10 5 M€j' Gyf'. The results are outlined in Table 
2.12. 
SN6.5 SN6.5 
solar non-solar 
Type 
(NGC) GCE x2 GCE x2 <Solar? 
E Mean: 251.87 151.14 10 of 11 
SO Mean: 163.09 206.67 3 of 7 
Sa Mean: 109.36 157.51 0 of 5 
Sb Mean: 96.66 133.47 1 of 9 
Total 
182.91 	 175.42 
Table 2.12: f for different galaxy types, for solar and non-solar ratios, with SNIa 
rate of 6.5 xl0 5  Mo Gyf'. The final column gives the number of galaxies of the 
total of a given type in the WHT data, which had smaller x2 in the non-solar 
abundance ratio case. 
Table 2.12 shows that a non-solar abundance ratio model generally 
produces the lowest X2 for E type galaxies (with the mid SNIa rate applied 
and CO of 2, C2 of 0.03). However, the opposite is true for other galaxy 
types. Thus, from the comparison of x2 the SO, Sa and Sb galaxies are 
generally better fit with solar like abundance ratios fixed in the models. 
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However, such a conclusion is not complete, since there remains the 
possibility that the choice of SFH (guided by an E sample galaxy) may be 
poor for these cases; a more thorough search of parameter space is needed to 
assess this. The solar abundance contour plots, though achieving a better 
indicate this is the case (see for example Figure 2.6a and Figure 2.6b). This 
is since the SFFIs are not well constrained by the solar abundance ratio 
model despite the lower y achieved. A comparison of solar and non-solar 
abundance ratio contour plots for SO, Sa and Sb galaxies produces the same 
story as given summatively at the end of section 2.10.2. Early analysis of 
these experiments, within the ranges tested, indicates: 
• The SNIa rate of 6.5 xl0 5 Gyf' Mcj 1 gave the best fits for Es. The 
SNIa rate of 12 xl0 5 Gyf' M04 gave the best fits for SOs. 
• For most Sa type galaxies, the best Z were achieved for the mid 
SNIa rate of 6.5 x10 5 Gyf' M® '. 
• For Sbs, the best x2  were achieved when the SNIa rate was 
decreased, with most Sb types achieving their best fits with a SNIa 
rate of —4 x10 5 Gyf' M0 ' and poorest best fits with a rate of —12 
x10 5 Gyf' M0 '. 
• Non-solar abundance ratio x2 led to well confined SFHs in parameter 
space compared to those of solar abundance ratios. 
• For Es, better x2 were found with non-solar abundance ratios than 
solar ratios (see Table 2.12). 
Considering the above findings, some (speculative) comparisons can be 
made with the work of other researchers (particularly as tabulated in Table 
2.5 and Table 2.6). The SNIa rates for local Universe E-SO galaxies in 
Cappellaro et al. (1999) were at about 5.29 x10 5 Gyf' M0 ' (or 5.88 x10 5 
Gyf' M€j' as formulated by Navasardyan et. al 2001). This rate is close to 
the mid SNIa rate found for the E type galaxies in the WHT data set; which 
was in itself closely matched by the observation for grouped galaxies found 
by Navasardyan et al. (2001). However, the OCE model best fits for SOs 
occurred preferentially with the high end SNIa rate. 
Since observed rates are based on catalogued local Universe observations 
(i.e. Reduzzi and Rampazzo 1995), similar ages for the WHT sample of 
galaxies to those used to find SNIa rates by Cappellaro et al. (1999) could 
be assumed. Assuming that ages of SO galaxies in the WHT data set do not 
differ widely from those in Cappellaro et al. (1999), the only possibilities 
remaining are that either Cappellaro et al. (1999) observed far more E than 
SO galaxies from which to compile an overall SNIa rate, or that the OCE 
model fails to achieve good SNIa rates for SO type galaxies. The first of 
these possibilities seems difficult to test, since galaxies in the WHT data set 
were not found to have also been observed by Capellaro et al. (1999), and 
since the identification of galaxy morphology is often called into doubt with 
regards to the distinction between an E and SO. 
Matteucci and Recchi (2001) in models of SNIa rates (see Table 2.6 and 
Figure 2.4) produce for E type galaxies (in model 5) an overall SNIa rate of 
only 0.68xl0 5 Gyf' M0 1 . Models 2 and 3 of Matteucci and Recchi (2001) 
however, which are not optimised for early-type galaxies, produce SNIa 
rates (5.06 in model 2 and 5.68 x10 5 Gyr 1 M0 ' in model 3 respectively) far 
more likely for Es as found in best fits using the GCE model. Examining the 
model constraints for models 2, 3 and 5 (see Table 2.6), model 2 appears to 
have more similarity to the OCE model input parameters than model 5 (or 
indeed model 2) constraints. Threshold limits were not reached by runs of 
the GCE model or those shown in Figure 2.4, so are not included in this 
comparison of GCE model input parameters to Matteucci and Recchi (2001) 
model constraints. As to the fraction of binary star systems that result in 
SNIa, this is of no consequence in these comparisons; the GCE model's 
assumed SNIa rate does away with any model assumptions concerning the 
fraction of binary systems or the fraction of binary systems that result in 
SNIa. 
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That model 2 agrees more with the GCE model for Es than model 5 
suggests that the stellar yields, or else the IMF, play an important role in the 
SNIa rate required for the best fit SFH of Es. That one model uses a Scab 
IMF and another a Salpeter IMF is thought to be not significant (see Kroupa 
2001 and Bolzonella et al. 2000 for relevant IMF discussions). However to 
answer the question that rises from this speculation of a significant 
connection between SNIa rates and stellar yields would require work 
beyond the scope of this thesis; for the sake of consistency, changing IMS 
stellar yields (i.e. from RV8I as used in model 3 to the model 5 MBC 
yields) in the GCE code, and re-running experiments on SNIa rates for the 
WHT early-types. 
The WHT late-types had predominantly low end SNIa rates in best fits 
with the GCE model, comparable to the lowest observational value of 
Navasardyan et al. (2001). The low end SNIa rate for spiral bulges differed 
markedly to the high, 11.83 x10 5  Gyf' McY found by Samland (1998) for 
our own spiral galaxy. The work of Samland (1998) dealt with SNIa 
observations away from the center of the Milky Way Galaxy, whilst the 
WHT data set late-types consisted of observations of spiral bulges. Most 
star formation occurs in the spiral arms of spiral galaxies (Carroll & Ostlie 
1996, p. 1013), and the spiral arms form quite early on in the formation of 
such galaxies (Carroll & Ostlie 1996, p.1015). Why the overall SNIa rate is 
not nearly so high in the GCE model (or those of Table 2.6) as in Samland 
(1998) seems to have only two plausible answers; that the SNIa rate in the 
Milky Way is unusually high at this time, or that the value quoted in 
Samland (1998) is somehow an over estimate. The discussion given above 
concerning the comparison between GCE model input parameters used for 
Es and the model 2 constraints applies here also for Sbs. 
Suggestions for further testing of the GCE model, to distinguish between 
different galaxy types and increase confidence in the results from the GCE 
model, are discussed in section 6.3. 
in 
Chapter 3 
Observations and Initial Data Reductions 
of LLEs 
In this chapter the preparation for new observations to produce a data set, 
besides the WHT data, to investigate galaxy formation scenarios is 
described. The motivation for these observations is described in section 1 .3, 
with the appropriate motivational point recalled in section 3.1. Following 
the observation descriptions, the observations themselves are summarised 
by Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. The data reduction methodology is then given, 
from initial data handling to flux calibrations. The last section of this 
chapter details the initial handling of data for measurements of kinematics in 
IRA F. 
3.1 Preparations for Observations with EMMI on the 
NTT 
An observing run (mentioned in subsection 1.3.1) was successfully sought 
at the ESO NTT. These observations were to serve the purpose of providing 
some of the data and training for the PhD, so a 'visitor mode' was therefore 
applied for. In visitor mode, as oppose to service mode, astronomers work 
on site to undertake the observations they have applied for. Initially about 
20 local Universe LLEs in the southern hemisphere were selected for 
observation. These were selected for being LLEs of low or else unknown a, 
distance (:!~ 20 Mpc), and B band Magnitude (MB)> -19, with the exception 
ofNGC 2784. 
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NGC 2784 was chosen as a control, with a mid-range a, from the WHT 
data set. NOC 2784 (see Figure 5.2 and Table 4.5) had errors comparable to 
those in the WHT data set. As a control, NGC 2784 showed that the NTT 
and WHT data sets, after the reductions and calibrations described here and 
in Chapter 4 on the Nfl data, remain comparable. 
Only 3 of the requested 5 nights observing were granted. For this reason 
galaxies had to be further sub-selected. The study of LLEs using the Nfl 
was proposed, with the intention of achieving high enough signal-to-noise, 
to measure accurately their Lick indices, including age indicators (e.g. Hf3, 
H'i and Ho). Further, accurate a values were sought, in some cases of 
galaxies that had not had their a measured before. 
In P502 trends of Lick Indices versus a for the WHT data (Es, SOs and 
spiral bulges) were found. However, the WHT data lacked observations of 
LLEs, though galaxy formation models should be supported by observations 
of galaxies of all observable masses. The trends plotted lacked in particular 
points for low a (i.e. below about 79 kms' less than which only one data 
point was plotted). Therefore, in seeking a new data set, LLEs, particularly 
at low a, were selected to observe. 
Preparation for observations was done in part using information available 
from the European Southern Observatory (ESO) web site: 
"http://www.ls.eso.org/lasilla/sciops/nttJemmi/ " (hereafter EW). 
The wavelength range was chosen to include the same Lick indices as in 
the WHT data, to enable direct comparison of data sets. The Lick Indices 
were discussed in section 2.1. The red arm of the EMMI instrument (see 
Figure 3.1) was chosen, so that the available wavelength range, could cover 
all of the Lick indices. By design, observations in EMMI are done in REMD 
(Red Medium Dispersion Spectroscopy mode) for X> 400 nm and BLMD 
(Blue Medium Dispersion) for X C 500 rim (from the EW web site extension 
"/emmiGeneralDescription.html"). In the region of overlap, REMD gives 
larger lambda coverage and better spatial sampling, while BLMD gives 
better image throughput. 
Before wavelength calibrations could be completed (see section 3.3) 
regions of strong vignetting (about 29 A from the red end) had to be 
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excluded from the data. Following the wavelength calibrations described in 
section 3.3, the identified wavelength range observed is from 405.2 to 559.7 
nm. This wavelength range was carefully checked by way of the line 
identifications of the wavelength calibration process. A discrepancy was 
identified between the measured wavelength range and the wavelength 
range from EW, believed to probably be due to unaccounted for estimations 
of vignetting on EW. The EW website no longer quotes the wavelength 
range specifically. 
Information on the galaxies selected for observing has been catalogued in 
"The Third Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies" (de Vaucouleurs et al. 
1991), hereafter RC3. 
Figure 3.1: EMMI optical layout (from EW, extension "/EMMllayout.gif"). In the 
REMD mode used, the light path is from the shutter control (top of this Figure), to 
the mirror unit, then to the prism wheel, and from there to the RED collimator and 
then grating unit. The light dispersed at the grating unit is reflected back past the 
collimator, to a 45 0 flat mirror, to the field lens, stray-light mask, to another 45 0 
flat mirror, then to the transfer collimator. The filter wheel and grism wheel were 
not needed for the chosen wavelength range. Finally, the light passes into the 
camera and then reaches the detector within the CCD cryostat. 
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Information about EMMI was retrieved from the EMMI web pages. The 
EMMI instrument has a pixel scale of 0.166 per pixel (EW, extension 
"/emmiDetectors.html"). The dimensions of the detector are 4152 x 4110 
pixels (spread equally over four chips) for the red CCD. The resolving 
power achievable with EMMI, using grating 7, is 2600 (EW, extension 
"/emmiueneralDescription.html"). At a central wavelength of about 500 
nm, this gives a spectral resolution of 0.192 nm FWHM. For the wavelength 
range used (about 405 to 560 nm across 3754 pixels) a dispersion of 0.041 
rim per detector pixel was derived. A slit was selected of dimensions 1" by 
300 tt  (in the wavelength and spatial directions respectively) to detect light 
from across a galaxy and from neighbouring sky. 
To aid the choice of science objects to observe and also acquisition of 
chosen galaxies during observations, finding charts were produced of the 
entire sample of galaxies and stars to be observed. Data, including images, 
for finding charts, were taken from the Nasa Extragalactic Database (NED). 
A finding chart sheet is given as an example in Figure 3.2. In Figure 3.2, 
"T" is for "Type" which refers to the Hubble type based on the RC3 mean 
numerical galaxy type. 
'II] 
NameNOCl411 
PA=96degE 
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PAldegE 	 PA—OdagE 
B- 13.12Mag 	 B- 12.30Ma3 
'BA.- 03 35 16.7 	 'RA=03 3516.66 
Dec= -35 15 59 	 Dec= -3513343 
ThLXO. -aO.vet 	 N.E...... -4.5. -2.0,veL 
disper,ion69 kiSs 	 dispersioie 195 lesS. 
Eq(32000). deleetot of 5.8x5.8 Eq(J2000). deteet 	 of 5.B'z5.8 
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Name. N0C2784 
-. 	 PAt63degE 
B— 10,46 Mfl 
- 
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Figure 3.2: Sample finding charts, with images taken from NED. NOC 1375 and 
NGC 1374 are shown in the middle finding chart, NGC 1375 being placed 
centrally within this chart. The position angles (PA) are for identifying the position 
of the minor axis of galaxies, against which the length of the slit was aligned. 
North is up and East is left on the charts. Where the symbol o is used, this is for 
velocity dispersion. 
Flux calibration stars were selected from lists of standard stars given on 
the Nil web site (EW, extension "/observing/calplan/calplan.html"). Flux 
standard stars were chosen for having stable spectra that are relatively 
smooth, in the wavelength range observed, compared to other stars. This is 
important so as to be able to calibrate for flux in a wavelength dependant 
manner without introducing features from spectral lines into the 
calibrations. Therefore, selected flux calibration stars (as shown in Table 
3.2) are bright 0 or B type stars. For calibration to the Lick standard system 
stars were chosen from Faber et al. (1985) and Worthey et al. (1994) by 
Sansom (private communication, 2003). These stars are lower temperature 
stars than the flux calibration stars; as such they have more complex spectra. 
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A link was found off the EW URL to the on-line Exposure Time 
Calculator (from "http://www.eso.orglobserving/etc/bin/gen/form? "), which 
was used to check for saturation at integration times at least several 
multiples of the telescope shutter speed. Part of the formal preparation for 
use of the NT!' instrument was the production and submission of Observing 
Blocks. An example is given in the EMMI manual (issue 4.6). 
3.2 Observations 
Observations were carried out on the nights of the 25th 27 th November 
2003. The finding charts proved very useful in the final choice of galaxies. 
For example, identifying from finding charts the opportunity to line-up the 
centre of two spheroidals in the slit (NGC 1375 and NGC 1374) was useful 
for the purpose of increasing the sample of observed galaxies. 
Twelve galaxies were observed, with the slit running along the minor axis 
of each spheroid in turn. The position angle of NGC 1374 is nearly zero and 
not significantly out of alignment with the minor axis of NGC 1375 (see 
Figure 3.2); therefore a PA of 0 degrees was used. Two to six exposures of 
approximately twenty minutes each were made for each galaxy (dependant 
upon brightness of the object). 
Flux and Lick calibration stars were observed, totalling 3 flux and 17 
Lick standard stars. A few of the observed galaxies have spectra dominated 
by emission lines. One emission line example is ESO 118-34, which appears 
to have been misclassified as not being emission line dominated from notes 
read on the NASA Extragalactic Database, (NED). A subsequent paper 
search revealed its identification as a Hil emission galaxy (Brosch et al., 
2000). Relevant characteristics of galaxies and stars are noted in Table 3.1 
and Table 3.2. Calibration images (such as biases and flat-fields) were 
generated largely during the day, or else near twilight along with the star 
exposures. Several calibration arc images were taken at various rotation 
angles, on the advice of support astronomers. This was since it was expected 
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the wavelength scale would shift across the detector, for different rotation 
angles. Short exposure arcs were taken after the last exposure of each galaxy 
or star. These arcs, taken after final science object exposures, were to track 
any time dependant variability in the effect of rotation angle (see subsection 
3.3). 
There were some instrumental difficulties during the observing run. 
During the second night, a problem with the Helium-Argon arc lamp meant 
the loss of Helium spectra from arcs in some exposures. Argon lines 
remained identifiable and numerous enough for wavelength calibrations. 
During the first night the dome flat lamp failed, so that no dome flat 
calibration images could be taken that night. Further, a mechanical failure 
with the prism wheel meant observations were temporarily (for about I 
hour) on hold during the second night. Heavy cloud cover over the first 
night (with humidity near to the telescope "dew point"), and partial cloud 
cover over the second, resulted in lower photon-counting statistics than 
would have been achieved in some exposures (particularly those of NGC 
59). 
Galaxy Type T Hubble Type Bm Bmc Ab. r(') Exp (sec) Air Mass Range 
NGC 1411 .LAR- -3.0 Lenticular 12.07 -17.94 13.71 7200 1.036-1.0605 
NGC 2784 .LA50 -2.0 Lenticular 10.46 -19.16 26.74 2400 1.0795-1.1185 
NGC 59 .LAT- -2.5 Lenticular 13.04 21.73 7200 1.0115-1.074 
ESO 118-34 .L..OPs -2.0 Lenticular 13.49 -17.07 6.27 7200 1.168-1,287 
NGC 1331 .E.2.'.R -5.0 Elliptical 14.22 -16.69 9.27 7200 1,0515-1.2655 
NGC 1375 .LX.0'/ -2.0 Lenticular 13.12 -16.34 16.49 7200 1.008-1.054 
NGC 1374 .E... 4.5 Elliptical 12 -19.10 24.38 7200 1.008-1.054 
NGC 3125 .E...?. -5.0 Elliptical 13.11 -17.54 7.89 2400 1.1115-1.158 
ESO 157-30 .E.4.. -5.0 Elliptical 14.52 -16.70 - 9000 1.112-1.209 
NGC 2328 E-SO -2.8 Lenticular 13.23 -17,74 - 7200 1,028-1.046 
ESO 358-59 LX.-.. -3.0 Lenticular 13.99 -16.25 12.51 7200 1,009-1.0355 
NGC 1373 .E+..'. 4.3 Elliptical 14.08 - - 3816 1.035-1.274 
Table 3.1: Galaxies observed with Nfl, November 2003. Type, T Type and half 
light radii (r e) are from RC3. Bolometric apparent magnitudes (5th  column) are 
from HyperLeda. In the column are absolute magnitudes from HyperLeda. The 
Missing values are shown as ...... Air mass range is derived from the smallest and 
largest mean air mass for each set of exposures (Exp) taken for each galaxy, and 
from the headers of FITS files handed down from the telescope. 
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Stars Spectral V Exposure Time Air Mass Range 
Type Mag (sees) 
Flux Calibrators: 
HR8634 68V 3.40 10 1.32-1.34 
HD49798 sd06p 8.27 10 to 50 1.07 to 1.11 
HR3454 133V 4.27 10 to 30 1.19 to 1.20 
Lick Calibrators: 
HR3845 K2.5111 3.90 2 to 5 1.23 
HR8841 KOHl 4.21 10 1.07 
HR72 GOV 6.40 10 to 30 1.10 
HR203 G2V 6.15 30 30 
HR3994 KOIlI 3.61 5 1.18 
HR296 KOIlI 5.40 10 1.18to1.19 
HR8924 K3111 6.30 10 1.11 
H0211038 K0/K1V 6.54 10 1.09 
HR509 G8V 3.50 5 1.18 
HD219617 F8IV 8.16 SOtolOO 1.05 
HR2574 K4111 4.08 5 1.14 
HR2701 KOIlI 4.92 10 1.2 
HR2970 09111 3.93 10 1.09 
HR695 G2V 5.19 10 1.24 
HR1136 KOIV 3.51 5 1.26 
110064606 G8V 7.44 100 1.14 
HR4287 K1111 4.07 10 1.23 
Table 3.2: Calibration stars observed with N'IT, November 2003. Where the same 
air mass was found in exposures or only one short exposure was made of a star, air 
mass range is single valued. In other cases, were two or more exposures were taken 
and each was found to have a different air mass, a range is given. 
3.3 Data reductions 
Basic data reductions were carried out using Starlink and IRAF software 
packages. Propagation of errors was not supported by many individual 
programs within each package. For this reason error propagation often had 
to be processed "in parallel" with reductions carried out on the data. Error 
propagation of this kind relied chiefly on the KAPPA:CREOBJ and 
COPOBJ commands. These commands can be used to make array envelopes 
and then copy variances into them for processing (and then back into the 
relevant emptied variance array). Where the handling of errors mainly 
occurred non-parallel to the data, this is mentioned in the text below. The 
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main Starlink package used for detector characteristic removal, wavelength 
calibrations, sky subtraction and flux calibrations was FIGARO. Example 
commands within FIGARO used are BCLEAN (for cosmic ray removal), 
ARC (for identifying lines in arcs) and POLYSKY (for sky subtraction). 
The other main Starlink packages used were KAPPA (for image 
transformations) and CCDPACK (for image mosaicing). These programmes 
were used within C-Shell scripts (see appendix B). 
Data from the Nil' comes in a 4 frame, separate image FITS format, with 
one frame for each EMMI CCD chip. These FITS files were transformed 
into single image SDFs (Single Data Formats). Chips are conventionally 
labelled as D, C, B and A, going from left to right across the detector. 
Frames were aligned using image header information and KAPPA world co-
ordinate system subroutines adapted to provide an AXIS based co-ordinate 
system directly onto images. Images could then be aligned (using KAPPA) 
and mosaiced (using CCDPACK). Once the four fames were mosaiced into 
single frame images, the slit extent was used to subset the data in each 
image. The area of each image that represented the slit extent was then used 
as individual data subsets, on which all subsequent data reductions were 
performed. This was required because the CCD chips had different bias 
levels, both between each other and from going from within to outside the 
slit extent within the area of a chip. Since bias strips were designed to be 
used for calibrations within the slit extent, subsetting the slit was a 
prerequisite to bias subtraction and subsequent removal of the bias offset 
(see below). Figure 3.3 shows the EMMI CCD detector with the slit extent 
and other notable detector characteristics indicated (see caption for details). 
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Figure 33: CCD frames: Zeus (master chip, on right of CCD gap) and Michelle 
(slave chip, on the left of CCD gap). Image (I) in its original form is from the 
EMMI web site (EW, extension "/emmiDetectors.html"). Image (II) represents the 
chosen extent in a debiased dome flat image, showing structure in the CCD. For 
example, vignetting can be seen at the left side and bottom edge of image (11). 
Image (III) gives the mean spatial profile, showing the middle over scan region 
(OS) and bad columns. The red box overlaid on the (I) dome flat image indicates 
approximately the area illuminated by the chosen slit, which was subsetted for data 
reduction purposes. The chosen extent includes all of chip B and parts of chips A 
and C. These are noted on (III), where C is left of the mid OS and A is right of the 
pixel spatial position of 1534. 
Initial cosmic ray cleaning was carried out using FIGARO:BCLEAN, by 
searching for the number of sigma deviations from the mean value of 
nearest neighbours. However, the extended nature of many cosmic rays 
(CRs) prevented the process from being entirely successful. Further, 
BCLEAN is sensitive to the difference between the background count level 
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and the count level of CRs. The greater the difference, the more easily 
BCLEAN isolates and cleans CRs. 
After debiasing a significant difference between the background level of 
counts in science data area and the level of counts in cosmic rays was 
identified. This difference was significant when compared to the difference 
in level of counts between background and science data. The process with 
BCLEAN was therefore repeated after debiasing, when the effect of this 
difference in aiding isolation of cosmic ray pixels from data could be 
optimised. The effectiveness of cleaning at this stage is shown qualitively in 
Figure 3.4. Cosmic rays were further removed in later stages of data 
reduction from the master bias, dome flat and, after wavelength calibrations, 
combined galaxy images. This was done by way of stacking repeat exposure 
images using a sigma clipped mean for overlapping pixels. 
Debiasing was designed so as to account for the different bias levels and 
bias structure in each chip of the CCD. The mean of the bias level of each 
master bias frame's overscan region was subtracted from each pixel in each 
corresponding calibration frame and science frame. An offset between the 
mean bias level in the data and the mean bias level in the bias strip for each 
frame was found in the master bias. This offset was also removed from the 
science data of each frame as appropriate. Figure 3.5 shows the undebiased 
mean spatial profile, for a galaxy image. Figure 3.6 shows the remaining 
step (about half a count) between frames A and B in a reduced galaxy 
image. 
After debiasing, the error remaining in the images was assumed to be 
dominated by Poisson statistics. There were also possible slight systematic 
differences, between bias images, resulting in a bias deviation. Such a bias 
deviation could be found by testing for possible deviation of an individual 
bias mean greater than the mean bias standard deviation. Algorithms were 
scripted to test for such a bias deviation in individual debiased bias frames. 
A small bias deviation was found. Variance arrays were introduced into the 
2-d files. This error due to the bias deviation was later deemed neglible, 
when compared to the Poisson noise in both science and calibration images. 
Master dome flats were made by stacking the dome flats for a given night, 
using CCDPACK:MAKEMOS. Each pixel of the stacked image was an 
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error weighted mean. This master dome flat was then calibrated to counter 
the spectral response of the detector due to the dome flat lamp, using chiefly 
FIGARO:MCFIT. This was achieved by taking the unflattened spectrum of 
the master dome flat, dividing it by the number of columns in the spatial 
direction, and fitting a spline. Too few points in the spline produces a poor 
fit, whereas too many removes small scale features from the spectrum. 
Therefore the number of points was chosen carefully, through trial and 
error. The given numbers of points are equally placed in the spectrum. Then 
at each point the mean of the surrounding points is taken and a new 
spectrum is formed by interpolating between the mean values. The result is 
a smoothed spectrum, which represents the spectral gradient due to the 
dome flat lamp. This smoothed spectrum could then be used to divide out 
the spectral gradient in the master dome flat. The middle overscan region 
was omitted from this procedure. The spline failed to fit the very edges of 
the data where the spectral shape varied rapidly, due to vignetting in the 
spectral direction. Therefore, the extent of images (other than bias frames) 
was reselected prior to spectral calibration of the master flat. Since MCFIT 
did not successfully handle error propagation, errors were estimated from a 
comparison of the output of MCFIT and the original spectrum; the error 
being taken as the difference in the continuum level of the two spectra. The 
command ISXDIV was used to divide the stacked dome flat by the spline 
fitted spectral calibration image. ISXDIV failed to handle error propagation 
correctly, to which a correction was calculated and mathematically applied 
using chiefly ICMULT. The error equation used on each element of the 
variance array was then as appropriate for division of two values each with 
their own error. Calibration and science data were divided directly by the 
normalised, mean (of all dome-flat images in a given night), master flatfield. 
Support astronomers had advised that rotation angle may affect arcs 
significantly. Therefore, relative rotation angles of each arc per science 
exposure were investigated, within and between nights. Comparison of the 
shift in wavelength direction (from running FIGARO:SCROSS) with 
rotation angle, relative to a reference arc from the first night, revealed a 
significant variation in shift between nights and at larger relative rotation 
angles (see Figure 3.7). Since the rotation angle varied from the start to the 
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end of exposures, mean rotation angles for each exposure were used to make 
the graphs given in Figure 3.7. As is shown in Figure 3.7, rotation angle has 
a significant effect, which varies between nights. Arcs of exposure times 
much less than 300 seconds, mostly made after science object exposures, 
were excluded from wavelength calibrations. This was due to the weak lines 
of these arcs, which were found to lead to poor line positioning. The choice 
of arcs to achieve wavelength calibrations was therefore made by matching 
each science exposure to an arc of the nearest relative rotation angle, within 
a night, for arc exposures of about 300 seconds. 
The position of the peak count in ID spatial plots of each galaxy image 
was located, so that overall galaxy images could be shifted into alignment 
and then stacked to form single exposure images for each galaxy. 
Wavelength calibration was done using chiefly FIGARO:ARC, IARC and 
ISCRUNCH. Prior to rurming ISCRUNCH, mid overscan regions in arcs 
and science exposures were reduced to zero, so as to allow better fitting by 
ISCRIJNCH. Arc lines in ID arc spectra were matched using ARC which 
used line positions given in FIGARO line lists. Drawing upon ARC outputs, 
IARC was used to generate a row by row wavelength scale file for each 
science exposure. ISCRUNCH was then used to scrunch 2D science spectra 
to wavelength scales appropriately. Variance arrays were scrunched in 
parallel to data arrays for each science object. The resulting calibrations 
were checked by visualising the calibrated science 2D images in GAlA and 
1D spectra in splot. The RIvIS in position of the centroid of a major sky line 
(Oil forbidden line at 551.7 nm) was investigated across each calibrated 
image as a wavelength calibration check. This was done using 
FIGARO:IMAGE, ICUR, IMPOS and CENTERS. 
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Figure 3.4: A debiased galaxy exposure mean spatial (x) profile before (top) and 
after (bottom) initial cosmic ray cleaning. 
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Figure 3.5: The bias offsets, before being removed by debiasing. This is before the 
final run of BCLEAN. Shown is the mean spatial profile taken from the first 
exposure made of NGC 59. Steps at CCD chip boundaries are of size 5 to 10 
(electron) counts. Pixel to pixel variations due to noise or other detector variations 
are typically far less than this step size, as can be seen in the plot. 
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Figure 3.6: Residual step between frames afier debiasing. A small step in the bias 
level remains between chips in this debiased galaxy image. The largest step, at just 
over half a (mean photon) count, is indicated by the red arrow. This mean spatial 
profile is of the same exposure of NGC 59, as used in Figure 3.5. The conversion 
factor between electron and photon counts varied from chip to chip, but was about 
1.4 electrons per ADU (Analogue Digital Unit). 
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Figure IT Correlation in the shift found in cross-correlations of arcs to a reference 
arc (the first arc taken during the three night's observing), is shown here. Variation 
in the shift of spectral tines is rotation angle dependant (seen within a night). 
Variation also appears to be time dependant, on the scale of night to night variation 
(as seen in the different plots). 
So as to align galaxy images, the location of galaxies in each exposure 
was first determined (using chiefly FIGARO:ISTAT). The co-ordinate 
origins of each exposure were set to the same value relative to the location 
of each galaxy within its independent image (using KAPPA:SETORIGIN). 
Aligmnent could then be achieved by stacking images using MAKEMOS. 
MAKEMOS was used so as to find the median of individual stacked pixels. 
This method helped to remove left over contamination from CRs, whilst 
correctly handling the data and variance arrays of images. 
Sky background was subtracted (using FIGARO:POLYSKY) before 
extinction corrections and flux calibrations. Regions of sky for subtraction 
were selected from either side of science objects, taking care to avoid any 
areas of images where remaining CRs or/and bad columns might produce an 
inaccurate subtraction. Since POLYSKY did not handle error propagation, 
errors were merely copied from the pre sky-subtraction images as 
appropriate. To analyse the effect of a different selection of sky for 
subtraction, sky subtraction was re-run with a new sky region selected using 
the same criterion as before. Reductions of observed galaxies of different 
sky selection were done in parallel. This was so that error resulting from the 
choice of sky could be calculated appropriately from the mean difference 
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between measurements of Lick Indices in the galaxy spectra of different sky 
selection (see section 4.4). 
FIGARO:EXT[N was used to extinction correct all science objects. 
Atmospheric extinction coefficients had not been taken at the time of 
observing. The extinction coefficients last recorded at La Silla were 
measured in 1997. However, these coefficients covered only a few positions 
in wavelength, so a more complete tabulation of relevant extinction 
coefficients was sought. Extinction corrections using coefficients from other 
years than that observed in were not expected to be any less valid (Burki et 
al. 1995). The most complete list of extinction coefficients for La Silla 
found was that from the ESO Manual 1993 and so this was used. This list of 
coefficients was turned into an extinction calibration spectrum using 
FIGARO:GSPIKE for a spiketrum and then SPIFIT to fit a 3td order 
polynomial (selected through by trial and error qualitively) to the spiketrum. 
Air masses for exposures were taken as the mean air mass for any given 
exposure or combined image. In an earlier test of extinction corrections on 
individual galaxy exposures pre-combination had yielded the same result 
(i.e. with no discerned difference) as extinction correcting the combined 
galaxy exposure images. The extinction corrections were calculated by 
EXTIN using the Kasten (1989) formula (equation 3.2), which required 
airmass (a, calculated using the Kasten (1966) formula, equation 3.1) and 
zenith angle (Ze, in degrees) as inputs: 
a = (cos(90-Ze) + 0.15*(93.885_(90Ze)) - ' 253f' 	 (Equation 3.1) 
ED(i) = SD(1)* 10(O4CD(i)'a) 	 (Equation 3.2) 
In equation 3.1, the elevation angle is used (90-Ze). In equation 3.2, ED(i) 
and SD(i) are the ith elements of extinction corrected and non-extinction 
corrected science data respectively. CD(i) is the ith element of the extinction 
calibration spectrum, or in other words the ith extinction coefficient. Mean 
zenith angles calculated from start, mid and end zenith angles was not 
possible. This was since only the start zenith angles were handed down from 
the telescope. Variance arrays were recalculated by simply running the 
EXTIN programme twice on the original variance arrays (SDvo) separately, 
before returning them to images as appropriate. This handling of variance 
arrays was designed after considering equation 3.2 and the standard 
laboratory error equation (see equation 3.3). Equation 3.4 gives the new 
variance (SDv) for each ith element. 
If x = p.q, then a, = x.((,/p) 2 + (uq/q)2+ )I/2 	 (Equation 3.3) 
Where o, a, and ci q are the errors for x, p and q respectively. To arrive at 
equation 3.4, some substitutions were made from equation 3.2 into equation 
3.3. From equation 3.2, x is ED(i), p is SD('i) and q is 10(1.4'CD(0a)  For the 
variances, a. 2 is SDvW, CYP2is  SDvo(i) and 0q2 is taken as zero (as error in 
calibration spectrum was unknown). 
SDv (i) = SDvo(i) . lO 4 (o 4 cD. 	 (Equation 3.4) 
For flux calibrations, FIGARO was used. The 2D observed Lick star 
spectra were collapsed to 1 D spectra using FIGARO:EXTRACT. The 
absorption regions in the flux star standard calibration spectrum needed to 
be removed. This was so that the absorption regions did not affect the 
calculated instrumental response. To achieve this, template spiketra were 
created that excluded fully the absorption lines. These template spiketra 
could then be used to generate absorption line free observed spiketra (using 
FIGARO:GSPIKE), from which smoothed interpolation spectra could be 
made. To optimise fits to spiketra near the edges of data so as to form 
spiketrums, various polynomials and also linear interpolation were tried. 
Using FIGARO:SPIFIT, which gave the best fits using a 41h  order 
polynomial, the smoothed interpolation spectra were then generated. 
FIGARO:CSPIKE calculates the instrumental response for the tabulated 
points found in the appropriate calibration spiketra for an observed star 
spectrum. The differing bandwidths used by the standard star spiketrum and 
observed flux spectrum did not lead to error. This was since CSPIKE is 
designed to appropriately resample the observed flux spectrum or spiketrum 
using the wavelength positions used in the standard flux spiketrum. 
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Flux calibration tests were carried out. Only model data could be found in 
part of the required wavelength range for a standard flux spectrum of HD 
49798. For this reason, HD 49798 was only included in this analysis for 
comparative purposes. Flux calibration star spectra were then divided into 
the relevant standard flux calibration spectrum (from 
URL:http://eso.orglobserving/standards/spectra/stanlis.html)  following 
appropriate normalisations to account for exposure time. An example 
division is given below in Figure 3.8, which shows the method worked well 
(mean of —1.004, standard deviation of --3%) except very near the edges of 
the data. 
Following this, the reproducibility of the shape of the instrumental 
response was investigated, by way of qualitively examining plots of 
instrumental responses. These instrumental responses were first 
appropriately normalised by their individual means. The shapes of the 
instrumental plots showed the least variation for HR 8634. The small 
variations apparent in the red and blue ends of the HR 8634 instrumental 
response were only a few percent (see Figure 3.9). For the first two nights, 
HR 3454 also produced instrumental responses that were fairly similar. 
From Table 3.3 it can be seen that the mean absolute values varied on a 
night to night basis least of all for HR 8634. In the case of HR 3454, it is 
thought that the flux varied more strongly due to more varied atmospheric 
conditions. From the normalised instrumental response derived using HR 
8634 and HR 3454, there was no evidence of any nightly dependence in the 
instrument response. 
Flux calibrations of galaxy images and Lick star spectra were performed 
using a single mean instrumental response. This was constructed from the 
first and second night HR 8634 and HR 3454 exposures from the above 
analysis. Each instrumental response was normalised to unity, by way of 
division by the appropriate mean absolute value. The normalisation was 
performed since absolute values for instrumental responses varied from 
exposure to exposure unpredictably. This was thought a likely result of 
variable cloud cover (such as was noted during observing). Normalisation 
also served the purpose of removing the units of the flux calibration, so that 
flux calibrated objects maintained their units of photon counts per second. 
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Signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) were checked, using FIGARO:SPLOT to view 
debiased galaxy spectra. Measurements were on sections of continuum at 
both ends of each spectrum as well as the middle of each spectrum. The 
S/N, as calculated by SPLOT, is averaged per pixel, which is per logged 
wavelength bin (i.e. the log of the dispersion). The S/N was found to 
typically have an average as good as —75 per pixel at about the middle 
wavelength of 500 am. The S/N though was somewhat low in NGC 59. 
NGC 59, which has the observation attributed to it thought to be through 
more cloud cover than any of the other individual galaxy observations, was 
found to have an S/N of —36. 
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Figure 3.8: Division of normalised smooth interpolations of two spectra; that or the 
standard flux calibration spectrum of HR 8634 by that of the observed flux 
calibrated spectrum of HR 8634, giving the wavelength (horizontal axis, in A) 
dependant ratio (vertical axis). 
Star Night I Night 2 Night 3 	 S.t.d. (%) 
ABSOLUTE 
HR8634 12.51 19.74 21.47 	 27 
HR 3454 11.07 5.3 N/A 	 50 
NORMALISED 
HR 8634 0.61 0.63 0.63 	 2 
HR 3454 0.64 0.65 N/A 
Table 3.3: Mean absolute and normalised values for flux calibration stars. Absolute 
magnitudes have miy per count, normalised values have no units. The normalised 
values are from the normalisation of the relevant spectra. The final column is the 
standard deviation for a given star from night to night, as a percentage. 
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Figure 3.9: Nightly instrumental (normalised by mean) response, for HR 8634 (top) 
and HR 3454 (bottom), for each night. The instrumental response of each night is 
labeled. The vertical axis values are unitless. 
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3.4 Preparatory Steps for Measurement of 
Kinematics 
The flux calibrated 2D galaxy spectra contained emission lines in some 
galaxies. These emission lines were found to impede correct running of 
velocity dispersion extraction software. The interactive programme 
FIGARO:CLEAN was used to manually remove emission lines (plus any 
obvious data reduction artefacts such as CRs) from galaxy images. Figure 
3.10 shows the effect of using CLEAN on the spectra of one of the galaxies 
which most suffered from emission lines. 
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Figure 3.10: Counts (photons) versus wavelength (A). Before (top) and after 
(bottom) using CLEAN (i.e. on NGC 2328) to remove emission lines and residual 
CRs. In both plots, the vertical axis displays the range from 1000 to 2500 counts, 
whilst the horizontal axis ranges from 4000 to 5500 A. 
A study of IRAF documentation suggested STSDAS:FQUOT, XCOR and 
also RVSAO:XCSAO as viable programmes for velocity dispersion (a) and 
also redshift (z) extraction. Initial data handling of galaxy and Lick star data 
for this purpose required generation of spectra. For galaxies, this was 
accomplished by first finding the luminosity weighted positions, about 
which to extract spectra. The regions of galaxies from which to extract 
spectra were chosen so as to be consistent with the WI-IT data set (P502). 
This was a region of 3.6" in the spatial direction of each galaxy image. 
Galaxy and Lick star spectra were converted from SDF into FITS files using 
KAPPA:NDF2FITS. Following this, these FITS files were further processed 
by way of entering their log start wavelength and log wavelengths per pixel 
(all in Angstroms) into relevant file headers. This was done using 
IRAF:HSEL and IRAF:HEDIT. This was necessary since the wavelength 
axis of each image would be lost during format conversion from SDF to 
IRAF:STSDAS FITS. The wavelength axis of each relevant spectrum was 
reconstituted by the STSDAS command STRFITS. STRFITS recreates the 
wavelength axis using the start and end wavelength as noted in the header. 
Spectra were transformed first to IRAF FITS using IRAF:RFITS then to 
STSDAS FITS format using STRFITS. Finally, measurement of a and 
radial velocities could be attempted, as discussed in section 4.1. 
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Chapter 4 
Derivation of Galaxy Kinematics, Line 
Strengths and Ages 
Measurements of galaxy kinematics were necessary for three principal 
reasons. Firstly, as described in this chapter, so that line strength 
measurements could then proceed with correct conversion to Lick indices. 
Secondly, since the galaxy a (and line strengths measured using a) was 
needed so as to investigate possible correlations between line strength and a. 
Lastly, since the line strength measurements could be used as input to 
galaxy age determining software (written by Proctor, R., 2002, as mentioned 
in section 2.7, modified by Sansom, A., 2006). 
Wherever line strength measurements were made, as discussed in this 
chapter, the BANS! software was used. This software was initially written 
by the research supervisor and expanded by Robert Proctor during his PhD. 
The BANSI software principally measures pseudo equivalent widths, as 
well as appropriately handling flux calibrations to Lick, a corrections and 
errors. 
Before galaxy kinematics could be measured (see subsection 4.1.2), the 
radial velocities of the Lick calibration stars were determined (see 
subsection 4.1.1). Calibrations to the common scale Lick/IDS system are 
described in section 4.2. Emission corrections are described in section 4.3. 
Calibrations to the Lick/IDS system and emission corrections were 
performed in accordance with the recipe for those processes laid out in 
P502. 
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4.1 Measurements of Kinematics 
4.1.1 Lick Calibration Star Radial Velocity 
Measurements 
The calibration to Lick (discussed in section 4.2) required radial velocities 
of all calibration stars. From experiments with different radial velocity 
measurement programmes, HCROSS was found to have a relative 
robustness and consistency in results. HCROSS was therefore selected as 
the main programme for establishing radial velocities for Lick stars. 
Barycentric corrections (bc), for comparison to published values, were made 
using the IRAF programme SkyCalc. 
A template star spectrum and the corresponding measured radial velocity 
were used by HCROSS to set the absolute scale to which the radial 
velocities of the Lick stars could be determined. The radial velocity of the 
template star was determined from the mean Doppler shift between expected 
wavelength positions of atomic lines and measured positions. 
The measured positions were found using Gaussian fining techniques in 
IRAF:SPLOT, with a standard deviation of about 4 kms'. In comparison to 
published data, results from HCROSS produced an overall mean difference 
of about -4 kms' with a standard deviation of about 28 km* 
The results are shown in Table 4.1. For the Lick stars, published radial 
velocities were often somewhat dated, being archived in catalogues 
compiled in the 1950s and 1970s. SIMBAD was found to not give 
convincing errors for these old data, with values of I or 2 in the usual place 
for errors. The catalogues themselves could not be retrieved by the usual 
means (such as through the NASA ADS). However, experience with 
manually finding the position of atomic absorption lines in stellar spectra 
using IRAF:SPLOT suggests the measurement errors in the published data 
are not likely to be less than the error in the values found with HCROSS. 
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HCROSS HCROSS 
Stars (no bc) (bc) SIMBAD Difference 
HR8841 8.0 -21.4 -26.4 5.0 
HR72 -21.7 4.7 -10.7 15.4 
HR3845 -3.7 25.5 23.2 2.3 
HR203 11.7 -12.9 -12.8 -0.1 
HR3994 -4.9 23.2 19.4 3.8 
HR4287 26.7 515 46.8 6.7 
HD219617 95.7 66.2 10.1 56.1 
HR296 64.0 40.7 15.3 25.4 
HR8924 -17.9 -46.9 -25.0 -21.9 
HD211038 26.2 -4.0 11.9 -15.9 
HR509 -14.3 -34.1 -16.4 -17.7 
HR2574 24.7 40.8 97.3 -56.5 
HR2701 16.5 35.3 78.8 -43.5 
HR695 28.3 12.1 18.4 -6.3 
HR1136 -30.3 -37.5 -6.1 -31.4 
HD064606 88.3 111.2 93.4 17.8 
Mean: -3.8 
S.t.d: 27.5 
Table 4.1: Radial velocity measurements of Lick calibration stars compared with 
published values in SIMBAD. All values have units of kms'. The 2nd  column is for 
raw radial velocity measurements. The 3"' is after barycentric corrections. Errors on 
HCROSS measurements are typically of the order of about 4 kms'. No reliable 
errors are available for the value adopted from SIMBAD. 
4.1.2 Measurement of Galaxy Kinematics 
The radial velocities and velocity dispersions of galaxies were next 
measured using FQIJOT. This programme was selected for a number of 
reasons. Firstly, because FQUOT achieved results more often than other 
programmes tried, which tended to produce run time errors or spurious 
results; for more of the galaxy spectra than FQUOT. FQUOT also usually 
produced more believable results, closer to published values, than other 
programmes tried. NGC 1373 had spectra too noisy for FQUOT to 
successfully extract results. NGC 3125 appeared to have similar problems, 
though persistency with cleaning et cetra may yield results with this galaxy. 
NGC 1375, as can be seen in Table 4.2, had a particularly large discrepancy 
measured between a and the published a value. The reason for this is 
unknown. However there is a wide spread of measured a, measured by 
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different researchers (i.e. 56 kms' by K000 and 80 kms ' by D'Onofrio et al. 
1995). This is much greater than associated reported errors (i.e. about 10 
sigma). This may simply indicate that reported errors underestimate the true 
scatter of possible results, about a true mean. Or it may for example indicate 
systematic differences in measurement techniques. The a reported in 
HyperLeda are most often averages, weighted by reported errors. In Table 
4.2, redshift (z) from SIMBAD and or from HyperLeda are compared where 
possible to values measured using FQUOT. 
Observed Published 
Galaxy a z a z Aa Az 
NGC 1411 154(1) 1033 (14) 144(l) 994 (32) -10 -39 
NGC 2784 236 (2) 704 (3) 225 (9) 704 (6) -11 0 
NGC59 37(2) 377(4) - 367(11) - -10 
ESO118-34 52(l) 1118(3) - 1164(23) - 46 
NGC 1331 57(3) 1204 (20) 55(5) 1315 (99) -2 III 
NGC 1375 48(l) 761 (52) 70(2) 732 (44) 22 -29 
NGC1374 160(2) 1360 (21) 178(5) 1332 (36) 18 -28 
ESO 157-30 56(9) 1537(15) 4401) 1481 (91) -12 -56 
NGC2328 33(5) 1127(2) - 1159(-) - 32 
ESO358-59 51(4) 1030(14) 46(5) 1015(26) -5 -15 
Mean: 0 1 
Table 4.2: a and z, as measured for NiT data set, compared where possible with 
values from HyperLeda and SIMBAD respectively. Units of kms' throughout. 
Errors are given in brackets. For measured values, the data and errors are as given 
by FQUOT. The last two columns represent the difference between published and 
observed values. The mean differences are given on the last row. 
The mean differences between observed and published values in Table 4.2 
do not show any obvious systematics affecting the observed kinematics. The 
reason for the difference between published and observed kinematics 
appears to be simply due to a scatter of results about a true mean. The 
FQUOT programme uses the "Fourier Quotient Technique" to extract 
velocity dispersions, as described in Sargent et al. (1977). All descriptions 
of the methodology of FQUOT given in the following paragraph are based 
on a study of Sargent et al. (1977). 
FQUOT treats the galaxy spectrum as being the convolution of a 
broadening function and an appropriate template stellar spectrum. The 
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broadening function is treated as being a Gaussian dispersion, described by 
a function dependant upon a and z. The stellar spectrum is chosen as one 
which is expected to probably approximate to the galaxy spectrum if the 
broadening effect of the velocity dispersion in the galaxy spectrum is 
appropriately accounted for. The velocity dispersion, assuming an accurate 
redshift estimate, ought then to be solvable by appropriate application of the 
convolution theorem and solving the broadening function for a. However, 
this solution for a has inherent flaws, due to the assumptions used. The 
principle flaw is thought to be that the galaxy and star spectrum can not be a 
perfect match; the broadening function is not then perfectly extracted from 
the convolution of the galaxy spectrum and the broadening function. The 
galaxy and star spectrum may have been sampled over finite (and slightly 
different) ranges, so that a continuous Fourier transform is not possible; a 
discrete one must be applied. A redshift estimate for the galaxy spectrum is 
also necessary, which requires in itself a good line match between star and 
galaxy spectra. FQUOT manipulates the data to make the galaxy and star 
spectrum as much alike as can be reasonably done, and so that 
discontinuities in the sampling of spectra may be accounted for. 
In short, FQUOT takes discrete Fourier transforms of the (modified) 
galaxy and star spectra, and then fits a quotient to the Fourier transform of 
the division of these Fourier transforms (i.e. of the broadening function). 
From this quotient a may be calculated given (principally) the appropriate 
logarithmic redshift estimate. FQUOT, among its input parameters, includes 
an estimate of the factor gamma which FQUOT uses to begin a search for a 
precise gamma value. The gamma factor is normalization factor designed to 
be a measure of the strength of lines in the template spectrum to those of the 
galaxy spectrum (Sargent et al., 1997, page 3). 
The results achieved with FQUOT were initially output as mean values as 
well as weighted mean values. The spectra of individual galaxies were 
matched by 3 to 8 different star templates by FQUOT. The matching of 
templates, either G or K types, to galaxy spectra by FQUOT was not found 
to be preferential to any spectral type of Lick star. 
Since there was no information on the FQUOT manual with regards to the 
normalizing and flattening of spectra, whether FQUOT actually did this was 
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not known. FQUOT no longer receives user support, and is not an open 
source. However, there was not any improvement in result by first 
normalizing relevant spectra or flattening them by dividing by an 
appropriate polynomial. Comparing relevant spectra qualitively in SPLOT, 
the remaining explanation seemed the most logical one; that both a galaxy 
spectrum and the relevant template spectrum must remain, despite the 
effects of noise and line blending, similar enough to remain a close match. 
4.2 Lick Calibrations 
The galaxy spectra required calibration to the resolution of the Lick indices 
and also corrections for velocity dispersion broadening. This was so as to 
convert measurements of line-strengths to the Lick/IDS system (Lick 
indices were discussed in subsection 2.4.2.). Object spectra had to be 
converted to the Lick scale via correction to zero velocity dispersion and 
also correction to the Lick/IDS spectral resolution. 
Before using the BANS! software to make measurements on the 
calibration Lick stars, radial velocity corrections were performed on them 
using FIOARO:ISHIFT (and the relevant values in column 2 of Table 4.1). 
For all measurements on the NYU data using the BANS! software, the 
correction to the Lick spectral resolution described in subsection 4.2.1 and 
4.2.2 was performed. 
4.2.1 Correction to Lick Spectral Resolution 
To correct the NYU observations to the spectral resolution of the LICKJ!DS, 
the BANS! software was adjusted so as to handle the NYU data set 
appropriately. The dispersion was set to that of the NYU EMMI instrument 
(about 0.41 Angstroms per pixel), the Lick spectral resolution, CL (given in 
Table 4.3 below) and the instrumental broadening i (measured as -1.83 
Angstroms). The value for Cl was determined from measurements of the 
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width of spectral lines (in pixels) in the calibration arc lamp spectra. More 
than one spectral line was measured, and arc lamps from different times, to 
check for consistency in a. The measured value for ai was then converted 
into Angstroms (A). Those galaxies that have a less than cm, which was all 
except for the control NGC 2784, had their spectra broadened up to the Lick 
resolution. This was done by convolution with a Gaussian (by IXSMOOTH, 
invoked via a script generated by BANS!) of width aB given by equation 
4.1: 
UB = (aL2 - a2 aj 2 ) 1 . 	 (Equation 4.1) 
However, for NGC 2784, the calibration factor C, discussed in section 4.2.2 
was implemented by the BANS! software, so as to debroaden the galaxy's 
spectrum to the Lick resolution. 
4.2.2 Corrections for Velocity Dispersion Broadening 
To test the effect of velocity dispersion broadening, where a is greater than 
L, the various Lick star spectra were smoothed (using 
F!GARO:IXSMOOTH) to varying widths in the range of a = 0 to 300 kins 
in intervals of 20 kms 1 . From these smoothed spectra, correction factors 
C(ac) could be determined, following the prescription laid down in 
Appendix A of PS02. For molecular line-strength indices (i.e. those with 
units of magnitudes) the correction factor was determined as in equation 
4.2: 
C(a) = 'orig 
- Joe. 	 (Equation 4.2) 
Where long  is the index value at the calibration resolution and l is the 
index value in the measured broadened spectrum. 
For the remaining indices, the correction factor was calculated as in 
equation 4.3: 
C'(a) = Jorig/l. 	 (Equation 4.3) 
For each of the Lick indices measured C, versus a was plotted, as 
demonstrated in sample plots in Figure 4.1. A 3"' order polynomial from 
each plot was used by the BANS! software to correct the NGC 2784 galaxy 
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spectrum to the Lick resolution. This calibration to the Lick resolution 
performed by the BANSI software used equation 4.4: 
Ci = x0 + 	 + X2CTC + X3CYC3 . 	 (Equation 4.4) 
Where the x0 and other coefficients to ac are given in Table 4.3 for each 
index. The value cyc represents the width of the Gaussian convolved with the 
star spectrum. The correction factor was applied to index measurements by 
being added to the equivalent width measurement if units of the index are A. 
Where the units of the index are magnitudes, the C, was multiplied by the 
equivalent width measurement. 
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Figure 4.1: C versus a, sample plots. Data points are taken from measurements of 
C, for the Lick star spectra, broadened by different amounts. The best fining 3r(t 
order polynomial for each individual plot can be seen. At a = 0 C, is constrained to 
I or 0, dependant upon how C, is to be applied (see main text). 
4.2.3 Flux-calibration Correction 
The published Lick star calibration data set exhibited differences in flux 
calibration to the Nfl data set. This difference between measured and 
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published values needed to be determined, so as to then perform appropriate 
corrections for each Index to the Lick flux scale. The BANSI software was 
run, with the flux-calibration corrections turned off on the calibration Lick 
star spectra. The result of this run of the BANS! software was to produce the 
Lick indices of the calibration Lick star spectra, for comparison to published 
Lick standards to obtain the off-sets. The measured Lick indices were 
compared to the indices measured by Worthey et al. (1994) and Worthey & 
Ottaviani (1997) for the same calibration stars. Mean Lick index differences 
(dl) between the two data sets were calculated for each Lick star spectrum 
(see Table 4.3). For each Lick index, the BANSI software (with appropriate 
corrections turned on) performs the flux calibration correction by adding the 
appropriate dl to the measured equivalent width. The root mean square 
(RMS) of the differences between measured and published values for each 
index is given in the final column of Table 4.3, and was used to calculate the 
error in the calibration to the Lick flux scale (see section 4.4). 
Index CYL x0 Xi X2 X3 dl RMS 
HOF 4.64 0 2.81E-05 -2.01E-07 6.69E-10 -0.047 0.446 
CN1 4.51 0 -9.97E-08 2.33E-08 -1.27E-11 0.01 0.036 
CN2 4.51 0 -1.43E-07 5.02E-08 -1.55E-11 0.013 0.032 
Ca4227 4.34 1 -1.07E-06 1.01E-06 -1.23E-10 -0.082 0.316 
04300 4.17 1 -6.71 E-07 1.99E-07 -7.84E-11 -0.092 0.394 
HA 4.04 0 -7.81E-10 6.53E-07 -6.64E-06 -0.077 0.934 
H'JF 4.04 0 3.51E-06 -6.62E-07 3.66E-10 0.12 0.558 
Fe4383 3.91 1 -3.29E-07 3.98E-07 4.17E-12 0.207 0.631 
Ca4455 3.87 1 -1.07E-06 1.01E-06 -1.23E-10 -0.196 0.284 
Fe4531 3.83 1 -5.19E-07 3.69E-07 -8.13E-11 0.434 0.529 
Fe4668 3.74 1 6.43E-07 1.44E-07 1.08E-10 -0.001 0.513 
HP 3.61 1 -6.71E-07 1.99E-07 -7.84E-11 0.086 0.17 
Fe5015 3.57 1 -1.88E-06 6.27E-07 -2.25E-10 0.105 0.408 
Mgi 3.57 0 -3.43E-08 1.15E-08 -3.95E-12 0.005 0.015 
Mg2 3.57 0 -6.26E-08 1.21E-08 -9.98E-12 0.002 0.011 
Mgb 3.57 1 1.03E-06 2.72E-07 1.68E-10 0.037 0.176 
Fe5270 3.57 1 -1.22E-06 5.19E-07 -1.24E-10 0.006 0.204 
Fe5335 3.57 1 3.23E-07 8.79E-07 5.35E-11 0.115 0.29 
Fe5406 3.57 1 2.22E-06 7.68E-07 2.56E-10 0.08 0.257 
Table 43: Values for calibration to Lick resolution, 0L,  given for each Lick Index 
Table columns as described in main text. 
In Table 4.3, values for cYL are from Table 2 of PS02. For all indices, the 
average offset (dl) is given between 13 observed Lick calibrations stars and 
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the corresponding published index values (Worthey et al. 1994 and Worthey 
& Ottaviani 1997). Units for 6L  and dl and are in A, except for MgI, Mg2 
and CN 1 and CN2 and the Hydrogen indices (which are in mag). The 
middle 4 columns give the unitless coefficients discussed in subsection 
4.2.2. The final column of Table 4.3 is the RMS (in A), as described in the 
main text. 
4.3 Emission Corrections 
All of the galaxies in the NT'!' data set from which kinematics were 
successffilly measured were seen to exhibit some amount of emission. 
Emission of [0I11]5007 results in line filling in Fe5015. Also, the H, Ely 
and Ho indices suffer from line filling in galaxies that have emission. To 
account for this, following the procedure in PS02, each galaxy was divided 
in turn by individual template star spectra, which were first prepared as 
described below. 
To prepare these templates the Lick star spectra were first, after 
redshifting with ISHIFT as described in section 4.2, broadened to the u of 
individual galaxies (using IXSMOOTH). The templates were nonnalised to 
the count level of each galaxy spectrum in turn. The division of galaxy 
spectra by template spectra was so as to remove the spectral absorption 
features around the [0111] line, before measuring the line strength of the 
[011!] line. 
The [0111] line's equivalent width was measured appropriately in each 
galaxy's individual template divided spectrum using the BANS! software. 
The band definitions as supplied in PS02 were used for this purpose. For 
each galaxy a mean [0111] line equivalent width, from the various 
measurements linked to different template stars, was then calculated. The 
error pertaining to this [0111] average was later folded into the error in 
appropriate line strength measurements of galaxies. 
The Lick indices affected by line emission were corrected following the 
relation proposed by Gonzalez (1993), as was also done in P502. The 
[0III]5007 emission corrections applied to the Lick indices in question were 
thus as follows: 
Fe5015 = -[0111], H13 = - 0.7(0111], My = -0.7[0111], Ho = -0.35(0111]. 
4.4 Line Measurements and Errors 
The BANSI software was set to incorporate the adjustments for calibration 
to Lick of the NT'!' data discussed above in section 4.2. The BANS! 
software was then run on the Nfl galaxy data set. Following this the 
emission corrections were then applied to appropriate indices (in the manner 
discussed in section 4.3). A sample of errors for these results is given in 
Table 4.4. The results of the Lick index measurements are detailed in Table 
4.5. 
Combined 
Galaxy 	 CN1 	 Sky Error 	 DRError Lick Error 	 Error 
NGC 2784 0.14 	 0.07 	 2.65E-03 	 0.04 	 0.08 
NGC 59 	 -0.07 	 0.07 	 3.92E-03 	 0.04 	 0.08 
UomDlnea 
Galaxy 	 Fe4668 Sky Error 	 DRError Lick Error 	 Error 
NGC 2784 8.84 	 0.10 	 0.09 	 0.04 	 0.14 
NGC 59 	 0.16 	 0.10 	 0.19 	 0.04 	 0.22 
Galaxy Mg2 Sky Error DR Error Lick Error Error 
NGC 2784 0,340 1.46E-03 9.34E-04 9.17E-04 1.96E-03 
NGC 59 0.030 1.46E-03 1.87E-03 9.17E-04 2.55E-03 
Table 4.4: Lick Index sample errors corresponding to measurements given in Table 
4.5. The 2nd  column is line strengths; the 3rd  is error estimated from the sky 
background subtraction. The 41h column is the errors in data after data reductions 
(aside from sky error). Data reduction errors (column headed "DRError") are those 
processes discussed in section 3.2 and 3.3. These are dominated by Poisson noise. 
The 5Lh  column is the standard error in the Lick star data (described further in main 
text). The last column is the error as a result of all these errors added together in 
quadrature. Units are in A for line strength and errors, except for Mg2 which is in 
mag units throughout. 
In Table 4.4, the sky error (as a mean value) and standard error (an RMS 
value) only differ for Lick indices where some indices are in Angstroms and 
some in mags. The sky error is a mean value of galaxy Lick index 
no 
differences found between index values resulting from different sky 
selections. The standard error was computed as the rms/[(N-l)] (as 
computed in PS02) where N is the number of Lick calibration stars used, i.e. 
13. This final error, calculated from plots of published versus measured line 
strengths, incorporates error and scatter from both published and measured 
data sets. 
The errors due to Poisson noise appeared to be consistent with the signal 
to noise estimates previously made for the galaxy spectra. However, the 
systematic effect of the standard error and sky error led to significant 
combined errors for the Nil' data set (as can be seen in Table 4.5). In some 
cases, for some galaxies errors were about as large as the measurements. 
This is markedly so in the low line strength index measurements where 
systematics may have a more significant affect. This includes the CN 1, 
CN2, Ca4227 and Fe lines (except Fe5335) in particular. The effect of these 
errors on those indices measured to investigate the thesis motivational 
questions can be seen Figure 5.1a and Figure 5.1b and Figure 5.2. The 
effect, if any, on trends discovered or confirmed is part of the discussionary 
text in Chapter 5. 
4.5 Galaxy Age Estimates 
In the final stage of this thesis, work was done to estimate galaxy ages. The 
ages of galaxies in the Nfl data set were estimated using the age 
determining SSP programme (written by Proctor, R., 2002, see section 2.7), 
modified to handle the NTT data set (private communication Sansom, A., 
2006). The Nil' data set line strengths were used as inputs to this SSP 
programme, in accordance with the "Fe-" method in PS02. To evaluate 
errors, the original line strengths were altered by way of either subtraction 
or addition of their individual errors. The results stored as error files, one for 
added error and one for subtracted error. The error files were then used as 
inputs to the SSP programme. From the deviations from the first set of 
results with these later two set of outputs, the error in the age estimates for 
the galaxies was then evaluated. The results are given in section 5.2. 
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Chapter 5 
Analysis of Results 
Measurements of the Lick Indices are here studied in terms of their 
correlations with a, as given in tables and shown in plots of Indices versus a 
in section 5.1. All measurements of indices are after conversion to the 
Lick/IDS system (detailed in Chapter 4). In section 5.2 the ages of galaxies 
are tabulated and briefly discussed. In section 5.3 some conclusions from 
results and possible implications for galaxy formation scenarios are 
discussed. 
5.1 Line Strength versus Velocity Dispersion 
This section investigates whether possible correlations between line 
strengths and a could be verified by extending the range of a into low a in 
relevant plots. To this end the WHT data was arranged in plots of line 
strength versus log(a) with the NIT data. These plots are shown for 
predominantly Z sensitive indices versus log(a) in Figure 5. Ia and Figure 
5.1b and for predominantly age-sensitive indices versus log(a) in Figure 5.2. 
In Figure 5.1a and Figure 5.1b can be seen that one data point in 
particular, that of NUC 1375, strays often high above the relevant trend 
lines. However, the spectrum of NGC 1375 was not particularly noisy (SIN 
of --89) nor was it particularly affected by emission. Neither did NGC 1375 
appear to be particularly strong (or weak) lined galaxy in comparison to the 
other galaxies in the NIT data set. Confidence in the trend lines as 
correlation functions for each of the line-strengths versus log(a) in Figure 
5.1a and Figure 5.1b and Figure 5.2 is represented by the coefficient of 
determination (R2) and Pearson's r. These values are given as appropriate in 
this Chapter's tables. In Table 5.1 correlations are given for WHT early-type 
galaxies. In Table 5.3 similar correlations are given for the WHT late-type 
galaxies. In both of these tables, correlations are made which investigate the 
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effect on correlations of correlating the Nfl data set with the relevant WHT 
data. 
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Figure 5.1a: Predominantly Z-sensitive Lick indices plotted against log(a). The 
units of a are luns'; those of the Indices are given on the plots. The black dotted 
trend lines are fits to the spiral bulge data (all of which are from the WHT data set). 
The solid lines are fits to the early-type galaxies (WHT + Nfl data). The blue data 
points (circle for E, square for SO, triangle for E-SO) are from the Nfl data set. 
Green data points are early-type galaxies (circle for E, square for SO) from the 
WHT data set. Red data points are late-type galaxies (circle for SO/a, square for 
spirals). The dashed blue lines are those for early-types from K000, extended from 
the original range (-79 to —398 kms) to low velocity dispersions for comparison 
purposes. In the top right hand corner of each plot, the relevant Lick Index is noted. 
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Figure 5.1b: Predominantly Z-sensitive Lick indices plotted against log(a). Trend-
lines and data-point symbols are here as described in Figure 5.1 
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data-point symbols are here as described in Figure 5.1 a 
• Though for simple linear regressions, R 2 is simply the square of Pearson's 
r, R2 remains such a common measure of goodness of fit in statistics, for 
such plots as in this Chapter, to be worth inclusion in Table 5.1. R 2 is here 
the fraction of the varying Lick index axis values that are explained by the 
linear regression (from the Annotated SPSS Output Regression Analysis 
URL; http://www.ats.ucla.edu/STAT/SPSS/outputIretspss.htm).  
The Pearson's r values, such as were used in PS02, are included for 
completeness and so as to provide the sense of trends. Each correlation is 
deemed significant where the corresponding Pearson's r is above the 1% 
level of significance for a two-tailed test (see Appendix C for table of 
critical values for Pearson's r). The correlations for the late-type galaxies 
can be found reproduced from PS02 in Table 5.3. Note the Figure 4 from 
PS02 reproduced in Chapter 1 included NGC 4313, whereas NGC 4313 was 
not included in correlations in table 5 of PS02. NGC 4313 therefore was 
excluded here from relevant plots and Table 5.1. x2  was not included in 
Table 5.1 since the errors in the plots (i.e. Figures 5.1 and 5.2) do not follow 
a Gaussian distribution (see Sivia, 1996, p.88). In Table 5.2, for 
completeness of results and separate from Table 5.1 for the sake of clarity, 
is given Pearson's r and also R2  for Lick indices, calculated for the NTT 
data set only. 
Index m c r R r (WHT) R2 (WHT) 
Ca4227 1.04 -1.16 0.75 0.57 0.21 0.04 
Fe4668 8.23 -11.4 0.9 0.81 -0.12 0.01 
Fe5015 3.44 -2.24 0.73 0.53 0.02 0 
<Fe> 1.92 -1.53 0.8 0.64 -0.19 0.04 
Fe5406 1.21 -0.8 0.86 0.74 -0.21 0.04 
<CN> 0.24 -0.42 0.88 0.78 0.21 0.04 
Mgi 0.16 -0.23 0.93 0.87 0.35 0.12 
Mg2 0.31 -0.41 0.94 0.89 0.51 0.26 
Mgb 4.66 -5.93 0.94 0.88 0.61 0.37 
HöF -3.16 7.48 -0.78 0.61 -0.43 0.18 
HIA -8.26 13.64 -0.76 0.58 -0.19 0.04 
HF -4.37 8.92 -0.76 0.58 -0.21 0.04 
HG -1.23 4.45 -0.57 0.32 -0.71 0.50 
Table 5.1: Correlations between Lick indices and log(G), for the LLEs and WHT 
early-type galaxies. Number of galaxies used to form these values is 10 from the 
NYU data set, 17 from the WHT data set. Table columns described in main text. 
In Table 5.1 columns are firstly index, gradient and intercept; for 
combined data sets. The (un-weighted) Pearson's r, followed by 
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corresponding R2, for the WHT and Nfl combined data set follows. 
Pearson's r for the WI-IT data-set alone (from PS02) follows, in the third 
column of Table 5.1, with corresponding R 2 , in subsequent columns. All 
correlations are statistically significant (see appendix C); Levels of 
statistical significance are R 2 of 0.548, 0.412 and 0.323, for the NTT data 
set, WHT early-type data set and combined data sets respectively. 
Index r NTT only 
R'NTT 
only 
Ca4227 0.68 0.56 
Fe4668 0.88 0.81 
Fe5015 0.53 0.53 
<Fe> 0.71 0.64 
Fe5406 0.88 0.74 
<ON> 	 0.93 	 0.77 
Mgi 	 0.94 	 0.86 
Mg2 	 0.9 	 0.88 
Mgb 	 0.88 	 0.88 
HOE 	 -0.68 	 0.61 
H'M 	 -0.76 	 0.58 
HF 	 -0.77 	 0.58 
H13 	 -0.36 	 0.13 
Table 5.2: Correlations (Pearson's rand also R 2) for Lick indices, calculated for the 
NT!' data set alone, given here separately to Table 5.1 for clarity. All values are 
statistically significant (R 2 > 0.549) except for that of H13 . 
In Figure 5.1a, Figure 5.1b and Figure 5.2 the lines of best fit are very 
close to one another. The question of whether the LLEs compare well with 
the late-type galaxies in the WHT data set was quantitively investigated. 
This was by way of performing correlations of a versus line strength for 
various Lick indices using the Nfl data set combined with the WHT late-
type galaxies. The correlations found are given in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3 is similar to Table 5.1, except that the correlations from 
combining data sets are a result of NT!' galaxies fit simultaneously with the 
WHT late-types. The last two columns of Table 5.3 are for the WI-IT late-
type galaxies only. All correlations in Table 5.3 are statistically significant 
(i.e. R2  greater than 0.548, 0.412 and 0.323, for the NIT data set, WHT late- 
E1 
type data set and combined NTT and WUT early-type data sets 
respectively). 
Index m c r R r (WHT) R2 (WHT) 
Ca4227 1.36 -1.78 0.77 0.59 0.90 0.81 
Fe4668 9.89 -14,72 0.91 0.83 0.96 0.92 
Fe5015 4.50 4.02 0.74 0.54 0.95 0.90 
<Fe> 2.48 -2.52 0.82 0.68 0.96 0.92 
Fe5406 1.51 -1.42 0.86 0.74 0.97 0.94 
<CN> 0.25 -0.47 0.85 0.72 0.91 0.83 
Mgi 0.18 -0.26 0.92 0.85 0.94 0.88 
Mg2 0.34 -0.46 0.93 0.86 0.97 0.94 
Mgb 4.95 -6.53 0.93 0.86 0.98 0.96 
HOF -4.00 9.25 -0.75 0.56 -0.95 0.90 
H'IA -11.28 19.49 -0.78 0.62 -0.88 0.77 
H'F -5.73 11.60 -0.76 0.58 -0.84 0.71 
HB -1.02 4.13 -0.39 016 -0.81 0.66 
Table 5.3: Correlations between Lick indices and Iog(a), for the Nfl' data set and 
the 15 late-type WHT galaxies used in PS02 for correlations. Columns as described 
in text. 
5.2 Galaxy Ages 
The ages of galaxies, estimated using SSP software as described in section 
4.5, are given here in Table 5.4. For completeness, the [Fe/H] values for 
these galaxies from the same SSP software are also included in Table 5.4. 
For the NTT data, correlations were also made of log(Age) and also [Fe/H] 
against log(a), as given in Table 5.5. 
In Figure 5.3, galaxy ages are plotted versus o, for the NTT and WHT data 
sets. The ages for the WilT galaxies were taken from Table 10 of PS02. In 
Figure 5.4, [Fe/H] is plotted against log(a). In Figure 5.5, [Fe/H] is plotted 
against log(Age). 
Log(a) Log(age) [Fe/HJ 
Galaxy Log(a) Error Log(Age) Error [Fe/HI error 
ES011834 1.716 0019 0.275 0.025 -1.3 0.075 
ES015730 1.748 0.161 0.65 0.075 -1.25 0.125 
ES035859 1.708 0.078 0.7 0.1 -0.25 0.1 
NGC1331 1.756 0.053 0.4 0.056 0.2 0.075 
NGC1374 2.204 0.013 1 0.006 0.15 0.0 
NGC1375 1.681 0.021 0.4125 0.056 0.15 0.075 
WGC1411 2.121 0.006 0.6 0.0 0.25 0.0 
NGC2328 1.519 0.152 1.225 0.263 -1.4 0.075 
N3C2784 2.373 0.006 0.6 0.13 0.325 0.013 
NGC59ef 1.568 0.054 0.6375 0.044 -2 0.1 
Table 5.4: Nfl data set ages, and [Fe/H]. Units are kms for a and Gyr for Age. 
m 	 c 	 r 
Log(Age) 	 0.148 	 0.397 	 0.148 	 0.0220 
[Fe/H] 	 2.086 	 -4.349 	 0.686 	 0.471 
Table 5.5: Correlations with log(a) against log(Age) and also [Fe/H], for Nfl' data 
set. Only the log(a) versus [Fe/H] correlation is significant. Units for Age, as 
relevant to the 3M  column, are Gyr. 
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Figure 5.3: Log(Age) versus Log(a), of Nfl and WHT data sets. The units of a are 
lmis'; those of Log(Age) are Log(Gyr). Colours of data points are as in Figure 
5.1a; blue data points are from the Nfl data set, red are from the WHT data set 
late-types, green are from the WIT!' data set early-types. 
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Figure 5.5: [Fe/HJ is plotted against Log(Age). Units of Log(Age) are Log(Gyr). 
5.3 Discussion of Results 
As mentioned in section 1.3, earlier work involving the WHT data alone left 
some claims to possible trends in the data uncertain due to the narrowness of 
the range in a measured for the WHT data set. The correlations quantified in 
Table 5.1 show trends of line strengths with a, which are statistically valid 
at the 1 % level of the two tailed test. However, the scatter of data points 
about the trend lines seen in Figure 5.1a, Figure 5.1b and Figure 5.2 suggest 
unaccounted for variables affect the correlations. The relatively high scatter 
of line strengths versus a in the NT!' data set compared with the higher a 
WHT data set is apparent (see Figure 5.1a, Figure 5.1b and Figure 5.2). This 
is qualitively similar to what was found in CRC03, where the low a galaxies 
had a great scatter in correlations of line strengths versus a (see Figure 1.2). 
Where the "high level" of scatter of line strengths versus a is apparent in the 
plots shown in Figure 5.2, this may be indirectly indicative of a scatter in 
ages at low a, supporting the result claimed by CRC03. 
The correlations (reported in Table 5.1) for the combined early-type and 
LLE Z sensitive line strengths versus a show statistically "good fits". The 
correlation was made poorer however for the 1113 line strength versus a 
correlation by inclusion of the NT!' data set H13 line strengths. This may be 
simply due to there being a poor correlation of the H13 line strength with a 
for the NT!' data set (as shown in Table 5.2). The correlations strengthened 
by the NIT data set for the other age sensitive indices however are 
qualitively suggestive of a correlation of increasing age (or decreasing Z) 
with a in the early-type galaxy data sets. However, as can be seen in Table 
5.5, the correlation between age and a for the NTT data set is very poor. 
Examining Figure 5.3 qualitively, the NT!' data set's ages would appear to 
be at about the same level as those of the WHT late-types, with the 
exception of the E-SO LLE NGC 2328. In regards to the [Fe/H], about half 
the sample would appear to have very much lower Z than the other half (as 
can be seen in Figure 5.4). This apparent result is considered further in 
Chapter 6; in the speculative discussion of section 6.2, in regard to dSph 
galaxies. 
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The correlations found for line strengths versus a mentioned above, are 
not better than those found when linking the Nfl data set with the WHT 
late types (see Table 5.3). The question of whether LLEs are more closely 
correlated in line strength versus a to spiral bulges (SB5) than to early-types 
is here addressed. Figure 5.1 a and Figure 5.1 b show the blue-dashed trend 
lines found by K000, extended to the low a values typical of the NTT data 
set. The blue-dashed trend lines at low a are at typically higher equivalent 
width values than the NTT data. 
The Nfl data can be seen from Figure 5.1a and Figure 5.1b to be not 
compatible with the extension of the K000 lines. The Nfl data do however 
comfortably share the trend line of the WHT SBs, as seen in Figure 5.1 a, 
Figure 5.1b and Table 5.3. In conjunction with this observation, 
quantitively, in Table 5.3, the correlations for the WHT late-types are not 
improved by simultaneous fitting with the NTT data set. They are made 
poorer. Interestingly, the correlations shown in Table 5.3 column 5 are very 
much akin to those in Table 5.1 column 5. However, the correlations in 
Table 5.1 assume that the extrapolation of the K000 trend lines is wrong and 
that the Nfl LLEs actually belong to a different set of trend line 
extrapolations (i.e. the trend lines for early4ypes plotted in Figure 5.1a and 
Figure 5.1b). To remain in accord with K000, the early-type trend lines in 
Figure 5.1a and Figure SIb should be false. A thorough testing of the trend 
lines above would require more observations at intermediate a of early-type 
galaxies. 
Comparing the results of this Chapter to those found in Poggianti et at. 
(2004 and 2001) appropriately, some interesting apparent parallels between 
results were identified. Poggianti et al. (2001) examined a large sample of 
dwarf and giant galaxies between -20.5 and -14 in MB, from which Lick 
indices were extracted and ages and metallicities derived. Throughout the 
data set of the Poggianti et al. (2001) paper, the Z sensitive Lick indices 
increase, and age-sensitive decrease, with respect to luminosity. This is 
qualitively as found for the WHT data set; if the assumption that increasing 
luminosity is positively correlated with increasing a is made. Yet for the 
low a LLEs of the Nfl data set such a statement can only be extended to 
the metallicity sensitive Lick indices (see Table 5.5). The ND' data set 
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galaxies largely scatter in Figure 5.3 about the ages of about 2 to 6 Gyr 
(with the outlier NGC 2328 at 16.8 +1- 1.83 Gyr). Poggianti et al. (2001) 
found a broader range of ages, from younger than 3 Gyr to older than 9 Gyr 
at all magnitudes (i.e. including dwarfs). Were Poggianti et al. (2001) to 
correlate age sensitive Lick indices with Luminosity for the dwarfs in their 
sample alone, the natural expectation from Table 5.5 and Figure 5.3 is that 
they would find little or no correlation. 
Poggianti et al. (2001) found metallicity to increase with Luminosity, with 
a particularly high scatter where faint galaxies are concerned; which may be 
qualitively similar to what can be found in Figure 5.4, following the above 
arguments. The results of Poggianti et al. (2001) became particularly 
interesting when considering their finding regarding correlations between 
metallicity and age; in regards to "faint" galaxies (with ages < 3 Gyr and 
possibly those of 3-9 Gyr) they found that their data could be separated into 
a metal poor and metal rich group (Z about -1.5 and 0 respectively). 
Qualitively, this result matches the one mentioned above for the NTT data 
set, as can be seen in Figure 5.4. Poggianti et al. (2001) ascribe to the dwarf 
galaxies in their data set ages of < 3 Gyr with errors of +1- 2 Gyr. If errors 
are taken into account the dwarf galaxies Poggianti et al. (2001) observe can 
not be said to be definitively younger than the older metal rich LLEs in the 
NTT data set. 
Poggianti et al. (2001) suggest two distinct paths of galaxy formation for 
the "faint" galaxies in their sample. Poggianti et al. (2004) further 
investigate the apparent separation between the metal rich and metal poor 
faint galaxies in their data set. This includes the use of the Mg Lick indices 
to distinguish between metal poor and metal rich faint galaxies; such a 
separation as the Mg indices indicate in the Poggianti et al. data can also be 
qualitively found in the NTT data (by way of comparing carefully data point 
symbols in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.1a). In Poggianti et al. (2004), initial 
observations and results are mentioned to produce higher signal-to-noise 
data to test more strongly for a "bimodal distribution" in their data set of 
faint galaxies; they were however limited by bad weather in the number of 
galaxies and line strengths they might investigate. The large number of Lick 
indices observed in good signal to noise spectra, used to determine (amongst 
al 
other things) [Fe/H] for this thesis provides strong evidence for such a 
bimodal distribution. Poggianti et al. (2004) suggest possible formation 
mechanisms that could explain the separation of faint galaxies in their 
sample, and also therefore perhaps LLEs in the Nil' data set, according to 
their metallicities. Their first two suggestions were found to be in agreement 
with the suggestions that were made as to the formation of the metal rich (as 
high Z LLEs) and metal poor (as low Z LLEs) faint galaxies in section 
6.2.2. 
Interestingly, studies made of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) data 
do not appear to find such bimodal distributions for faint galaxies, which 
could be due to sample selection effects (private communication, Proctor, 
R., 2006). The faint, or low Z LLEs, discussed here may well be usually of 
apparent magnitudes too low for them to be readily "netted" by the SDSS; 
for the SDSS data, magnitude limits are at about 22.2 (from the SDSS web 
page "http://www.sdss.org " at extension "/dr4/"), at wavelengths 
comparable to those of spectra used in this thesis (see Table 3.1). 
Due to previous bad experience with web site information, and the size of 
the SDSS survey, a paper that takes a large sample from the SDSS survey 
was examined; Heavens et al. (2004) in their study of a large sub-sample of 
local Universe SDSS data use galaxies of (red) apparent magnitudes in the 
range 15.0 to 17.77, with a mean redshift of 0.1 (much greater than z of 
galaxies in the NT!' data set). Using Ho = 71 kms' MpC' (Spergel et al. 
2003), and using the standard equations for absolute magnitude and 
Rubble's law (Carroll and Ostlie 1996, p.  67 and p.1267 respectively), and 
mean apparent magnitude of about 16.4, this gives a mean absolute 
magnitude of -21.7. Even the high Z LLEs from the NTT data set, which are 
brighter than the low Z LLEs, can be expected qualitively speaking from 
these figures to be fainter at absolute magnitudes than galaxies in the 
Heavens et al. (2004) sample; this is assuming that most galaxies in the 
Heavens et al. data set will not be significantly brighter in red than 
bolometric magnitudes. However, since bolometric magnitudes were not 
given in Heavens et al. (2004) nor have been identified on the SDSS URL 
for their data set, a thorough quantitive comparison was not possible. A 
further complication was found from the SDSS URL (extension "/drl") in 
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that the magnitude model for data release 1 (as used by Heavens et al. 2004) 
was faulty. Later data releases have this problem apparently resolved, but in 
any case no papers from the SDSS survey were found concerning what 
could be faint enough to be a group of faint dwarf galaxies or LLEs. 
Heavens et al. (2004) find that age is negatively correlated with mass for 
the galaxies in their sample. This is quite different to what might be 
expected from considering the WHT (early-types in particular) data in 
Figure 5.3. There is no evidence for "downsizing" in regard to the low Z 
LLEs in the NT!' data, though perhaps some of the older high Z LLEs if 
linked to the WHT late-types are an example of downsizing. 
A speculative discussion of what may be inferred from the results given 
and discussed in this Chapter, in relation to galaxy formation scenarios, is 
given in section 6.2.2. 
Chapter 6 
Discussion, Conclusions and Future Work 
This thesis makes a general contribution to the body of knowledge in the 
field of galaxy formation. The thesis represents in particular new results on 
an under-observed class of galaxies, LLEs. These galaxies are compared 
directly with the more luminous (and apparently more massive) spheroidal 
type galaxies, using the correlations that are measured. The correlations 
suggest how LLEs fit generally into the picture of galaxy formation. The 
conclusions of this thesis, together with some relevant discussion, are given 
in section 6.1 and section 6.2. Possible future work is suggested in section 
6.3. 
6.1 Discussion and Conclusions from GCE modelling 
The results from the GCE modelling, and tests of the GCE model, using the 
sample galaxy NGC 2831, are summarised in section 2.9. Regarding tests of 
the OCE model, the key findings from section 2.5 showed that the GCE 
model worked reliably. This reliability was demonstrated by experiments 
with a pseudo galaxy which showed the OCE model can reproduce model 
parameters for a given galaxy. Displacing the model parameters for a 
pseudo galaxy even up to 50% of their original values was demonstrated not 
to prevent recovery of the original model parameters. 
However, the GCE model lacked fineness of parameter space to search 
relative to the SSP model, which leaves open a possible area for future 
research. In section 2.2, delayed feedback was discussed in regards to the 
GCE code; mass loss at the end of stellar lifetimes may be not fed into the 
cosmic cycle "on time" for stars of short enough life span compared to the 
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time step used. Thus, mass loss may be incorrectly modelled as 
instantaneous in some cases. Another key finding was that SNIa rate 
variance had only minor effect on the goodness of fit (see Table 2.7 and 
Table 2.11), as tried with the best fit model parameters found with the 
sample galaxy used. The SNla rates tried were in accordance with the range 
of supernovae Ia values that was determined from the literature (see section 
2.3). Three SNIa rates with units of x10 5 M0 ' Gyf' were tried, fitting the 
range determined from the literature for SNIa rates; 3.8 (a lower limit, from 
Sansom and Proctor 1998), 6.5 (from the best fit for NGC 2831) and 12 
(from the literature, as an upper limit). A further finding was that the SNIa 
rate and the times searched for starbursts were closely tied, more so than to 
other variable model parameters. 
The results from investigating the entire WHT data set indicate that SO 
and E galaxies favour higher end SNIa rates in their SFH, and that spiral 
galaxy bulges favour lower end SNIa rates in their SFHs. Specifically, Es 
were best fit with the mid SNIa rate, SOs with the top SNIa rate, and spiral 
bulges with the bottom SNIa rate. A possible explanation for this is that Es 
and SOs have a higher rate of star formation than the bulge part of spiral 
galaxies, in the WHT data set. 
Experiments showed that a non-solar abundance ratio model generally 
produces the lowest X2 for E type galaxies (with the mid SNIa rate applied 
and initial and final coefficients of star formation rate of 2 and of 0.03 
respectively). They also showed, in contour plots for Es especially, that the 
best fits with non-solar abundance ratios were more constrained than in the 
solar abundance ratio case. By "constrained", what is being referred to here 
is that possible solutions were fewer in parameter space and that the dip in 
parameter space where the best solution was found was steeper. However, 
the opposite is true for other galaxy types in regards to X2, something which 
suggests that (possibly) the star formation history of spiral bulges and SOs 
are similar. Confidence in conclusions from this last set of experiments with 
the GCE model however requires a cautionary note, which is to consider the 
high x2 in the results. How confidence in future results could be increased 
by way of improved is discussed in section 6.3 
6.2 Discussion and Conclusions from Study of LLEs 
Statistically significant correlations between a and Lick indices were found 
for the Es and SOs of the combined Nfl and WHT data set, confirming the 
suggestion that such correlations may exist in PS02. Some observations 
were made about these correlations in section 5.2, from which conclusions 
are given in subsection 6.2.1. Section 6.2.2 suggests some possible 
explanations for these correlations. This leads to some of the suggestions for 
future work in section 6.3. 
6.2.1 Conclusions from Study of LLEs 
The main motivational question has been answered. Low a LLEs provided a 
continuation of the trends for SBs found in PS02. However, the combined 
LLE and WHT early-type galaxy data set also correlated well; an 
observation which taken without consideration of the K000 trend line and 
low number of WHT E and SO data points might suggest a link between 
LLEs and the WHT early-types. However, they are not positioned 
realistically if the K000 trend lines are to be believed. Briefly, the 
conclusions can be listed as: 
• The LLEs in the NY!' data set are located below the extrapolated 
positions of the trend line (from K000, as in PS02) for early-type 
galaxies. This suggests that the LLEs are not linked to the early-type 
me 
galaxies by way of a linear relationship between line strength and 
log(a). 
. The LLE and WHT SB combined data set have significant line 
strength versus a correlations. However, there may yet be a non-
linear relationship between early-types and LLEs in line strength 
versus log(a) plots. This is essentially an unknown. Further possible 
investigation regarding this possible "non-linear link" is given in 
section 6.3. 
The age-sensitive line strengths are all seen to decrease with a in 
Table 5.1 (i.e. indicating age increasing with a). This may support 
the trend suggested in PS02 with regards to H3, a trend of increasing 
age or decreasing Z with a in early-type galaxies. 
. The first of these two trends appears to be supported by Figure 5.3. 
The latter possible trend is not supported by what is seen in Figure 
5.4. These latter findings are in support of a scenario of increasing 
age with a. 
• That, however, from Figure 5.4, [Fe/H] appears to be increasing with 
a. However, this is with a complication: that some of the LLEs may 
well have been misclassified in terms of morphology (see section 
6.2.2). 
• The results concerning age, as can be seen in Figure 5.3, indicate 
that the LLEs in the NTT data set are in general younger than the 
early-type galaxies of the WHT data set (i.e. by about 4 Gyr). The 
LLEs appear to be of similar age to the SBs in the WHT sample (i.e. 
about 2.5 Gyr). This finding makes any possible link between the 
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NYU data set's young LLEs and more massive, older early-types 
more likely; 
• That the possible correlation of increasing age with a, was with 
increased scatter at low a in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3. A high scatter 
of line strengths with respect to a is qualitively as seen in CRC03. 
6.2.2 Speculative Discussion from Study of LLEs 
Now let us consider possible physical causes for the observed correlations. 
First, there is to consider if the correlations of line strength versus a may be 
better in the joint LLE and late-type data sets than the joint LLE and early-
type data sets. Following from subsection 6.2.1, we have that LLEs 
correlated well with SBs. A possible speculative explanation is that LLEs 
are spiral galaxies stripped of their spiral arms and discs. A lower a could 
result in an SB becoming of reduced mass after a merger event powerful 
enough to remove the disc. However, since from Figure 5.3 the LLEs appear 
to be largely of similar age to the SBs, this would seem to be an unlikely 
explanation. 
There is also the possibility that the LLEs are actually linked to the Es and 
SOs. In Figure 1.2 are shown plots of line strength versus a from CRC03, 
which extend to a lower range in a than in the WHT sample. Looking at 
Figure 5.1a and Figure 5.1b, the low a galaxies can be seen (despite the high 
scatter) in most cases to be dropping below the trend lines. This could 
indicate that finding LLEs of low a below the extrapolation from the K000 
trend lines should be "as expected". Qualitively, in comparison of 
appropriate plots in Figure 1.2 and Figure 5.1a and Figure 5.1b, the middle 
of each low a data set appears to be similarly placed below the relevant 
trend line. 
A recent private communication (Proctor, R., 2006) identified about half 
the NYU galaxies to be of Z low enough for them to be actually dSph type 
galaxies. This finding is in qualitive agreement with Table 5.4 and Figure 
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5.4. These galaxies were ESO 118-34, ESO 157-30, NGC 2328 and NGC59 
and a high Z sample constituting the remaining galaxies. The metallicities 
derived for the low Z LLEs are less than -1 dex (or -2.5 dex in the case of 
NGC 59). Since dSph galaxies are thought to be the basic building blocks of 
the larger galaxies (Read, Pontzen & Viel, 2006), this finding strengthens 
further the possible link between these low Z LLEs and early-types. 
Regarding the LLEs of the NTI' data set, to confidently state them as 
being linked more closely to early-type galaxies than late-type galaxies 
requires further evidence than that discussed above. Comparing Figure 5.3 
and Figure 5.4, there is no obvious consistent separation in Z and age 
between the low and high Z LLEs. NGC 2328, a low Z LLE, has an age 
comparable to that of the older early-types, and NGC 59 has an age 
comparable to that of most of the high Z LLEs. This may suggest that some 
LLEs (i.e. NGC 2328) have grown old with relatively little star formation 
compared to others (e.g. NGC 1331); perhaps NGC 2328 encountered 
relatively few significant merger events compared to (for example) NOC 
1331. Galaxies in the Nfl' data set that are older than galaxies in the WI-IT 
data set late-types could be found to be stripped SBs; of these there appears 
to be only NGC 59 (and perhaps NGC 2325) as a possibility. How the NTT 
data set could be further separated into high and low Z LLEs is part of the 
discussion for future work given below. 
6.3 Future work 
With the aim of furthering the findings of this thesis, a number of future 
possible avenues of investigation were identified. To begin with, the work 
on OCE modelling identified a number of possible ways for improving X ,  
fits of model versus data. One way appears to be increased fineness of 
parameter space (as discussed in section 2.7). Two possible steps toward 
increased fineness of parameter space are suggested here. 
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Firstly, to identify which parameters (such as the gas inflow rate and the 
time between starbursts) in particular would benefit the GCE model by 
having more discrete values to search. This could be indicated, 
hypothetically, by finding for example a larger effect on Z due to varying 
the CO than varying the value of C2. Such a result would indicate that more 
discrete values of CO should be tried. Conversely, if the effect on z2  of 
varying a given parameter was very little, this may suggest that no further 
discrete values need to be added for searching for that parameter. 
The second step would be to make the fineness of parameter space 
adjustable, so as to minimise model computation time. The OCE model 
could "home in on" the best fit. The GCE code would re-mn with the 
previous lowest x2  best fit parameters and a finer parameter space to search. 
The fineness of parameter space would be increased by adding further 
discrete values in an automated manner, for the model to search, and then 
re-running the model so as to refine the best fit. 
To further test if the GCE model can distinguish between different galaxy 
types, an individual SO, Sa and Sb could be selected by similar criteria to 
NGC 2831 so as to search for CO and C2 values that work better for these 
types. The best CO and C2 found for each galaxy type could then be used to 
guide experiments on others of the same type. As improvements to the GCE 
model and code allow lower x2  to be achieved, the effects on indices of solar 
and non-solar abundance ratios may become more apparent. 
The data from which the line strength versus a correlations are drawn is 
limited by one principle effect; that affect due to the trend line relationship 
of the combined NYU data set and WHT data set early-types lacking mid 
range a data points. Work to produce a mid range of comparable data points 
would be good starting ground for future work. 
In the discussion of section 6.2, the idea that LLEs may be the building 
blocks of large galaxies was mentioned. This suggests a new investigation 
into the Z of other galaxies of data sets similar to the NTT data set. Such an 
investigation could provide interesting insights for galaxy formation 
scenarios. For example, could some fraction of the LLEs have very low Z, 
such as would warrant possible confidence in those particular galaxies being 
actually dwarf spheroidal (dSph) galaxies (private communication, Proctor, 
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R., 2006). If some LLEs are not at all similar to dSphs, how do they 
compare in Z (and age) to SBs? 
If most dsphs have been accreted by larger galaxies (e.g. spiral galaxies) 
in the local Universe, then a comparison of LLE Zs with the old stellar halo 
of larger galaxies may further verify whether low Z, low a LLEs are 
actually dSph galaxies (Read, Pontzen & Viel, 2006). If a fraction of the 
NT!' data set was found to be probably in actuality of dSph galaxy type, 
then further conclusions could be inferred as to what fraction of low Cr LLEs 
are actually dSph type galaxies. Such a conclusion could be further 
investigated by comparison studies of alleged LLE data sets and dSph data 
sets. 
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Appendix B: Proto-type web-site 
Whilst conducting experiments on the GCE model, web pages were written 
to attach to the on-line GCE model of Dr. Anne Sansom. This appendix 
provides the home page, variables page and main input form. These pages 
may provide some further sense of what the GCE model interface is like. 
The full web site can be viewed at: 
http://www.star.uclan.ac.uk/—msn/C3CE
—
Home/GCE
—
index.hftffl 
Galactic 
	
UNIVERSITY 	
Center for øCtNTMt- 
	
LANCASHIRE 	 Chemical 	 Astrophysics 
;olution 
Home Page 
Within the fields of astronomy and astrophysics 
galactic evolution is a subject of intense research 
Consideration of the light output from differen 
galaxy types is integral to understanding th 
evolution of galaxies, from primordial times to th 
present epoch. This light is the sum of emission fron 
individual stars composing the luminous part o 
galaxies. In essence, we aim to understand from thi 
light the chemical abundances of galaxies and hov 
these change with time. This is the subject 0 
galactic chemical evolution (GCE), which tells u 
about the star formation history (SF1-I) 
The Extra galactic Astronomy group within the Cer 
for Astrophysics at the University of Cen 
Lancashire is involved in a number of streams 
research within the area of galactic chem 
evolution. 
The GCE Computer Simulation Galactic chemica 
evolution may be modeled using our GCE code. Thi5 
software models chemical abundances and thE 
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spectral indices observed in the light from galaxic 
Several variables are examined, such as tho 
relating to star formation rate (i.e. Salpeter, with 
variable efficiency as a coefficient) and the tin 
where two major changes may have occurred. TI 
(single zone) code allows for gas inflow during ti 
evolution of the galaxy. The code currently predic 
line strengths and colours. 
A description of the inputs can be found, on the GO 
variables Dage. From here, you can link to our on 
line model GCE input form, which you may then use 
It is planned that the on-line version of our code wil 
be expanded as it is continued to be developed 
More detailed information about galactic chemica 
evolution can be found on: GCE researcl 
background. 
Contacts 
For more information on people working within the Extragalactic 
Research Group, see the following pages: 
• Anne Sansom Senior Lecturer CfA 
• Mark Northeast Research Student CfA 
• Robert Proctor Recently graduated from CFA, currently post-
doctorate at Swinburne. 
Web Date Last Modified: 07/03/03 	
author:mailto:MSNodheast(äuclan.ac.uk . 
UNIVERSITY 	
Center for 
OFCINTML...
Astroph 
LANCASHIRE 	 Variables Page  a fl4it 
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This page exists to enable the reader to study th 
inputs for the GCE model. The first table gives a list 
the variables, including units. The 2id 
 table provides 
more in-depth description of the variables and the 
limits. For the generic reader, it is advised that yo 
follow the sections below on this page, befor 
proceeding to the input form to run the GCE code. 
On this page: 
• The Variables (B riefsummary of the variables in the GCE 
model, used in our code). 
• Variable Descrintions and Limits. (More details on the 
variables and their astrophysical and software derived or 
inferred limits). 
On related pages: 
• The GCE code input form. 
• Advanced form; Link to follow when available... 
The OCE code runs through the variables, assuming a galaxy 
evolving from the intergalactic medium, and undergoing two major 
changes (e.g. starbursts, such as due to a merger event) at times 
TCHANGEI (Ti) and TCHANGE2 (T2) (with the time between 
perhaps accounting for the summed effect of other such events). 
Thy.. (Cr) 
An example graph of star formation rate (SFR) vs. time. 
The Variables 
[yariable Short Description 
rumber of radial ranges modeled in the alaxy._Default is 1. 
 
Units 
IAL IThis is the index in the Schmidt law, for the SFR. 	 Ifr1A 
ROOCO The number ?c? which serves as the coefficient of the star formation rate 
GyrVol, 
where AL is 
1 
MGyf'Vor 
RCRIT Density of the ISM below which the SFR goes to 
zero. 
FLOSSLIM Limit for significant mass loss. (Fraction) M 
SNL& RAT The rate of SN1A in a galaxy. Mj'Gyr1 
DT 
- 
This is the time step limit set for the GCE, 
[currently set by SNIL Gyrs 
FLOWRAT The inflow rate, into the ISM, from the 
intergalactic medium. 
MGyf' 
T 
	
upper mass limit, considered for SN II events MM 
AM 	
j
llndex for Initial Mass Function (IMF). (Default is 
[Salpeter).  [N/A 
For IMF: S=Single slope IMF, is default. 
M=Modified IMF. [N/A 
SSPDATA The SSP data set used, to model spectral indices. WA 
lime initial H mass fraction in the ISM gas. 1k/A 
Ix Olnitial He fraction in gas 1fr4/A 
IZQ 	 Ilinitial metal fraction in gas 1k/A 
TCFIANGE listdiscrete time change [GYT 
ROOC1 1st changed SFR constant  
IFLOWRAT' EI 
 Jist 
changed inflow rate 11MM Gyf' 
TCHANGE I 
_ 
2nd discrete time change. Gyr 
ROOC2 2nd changed SFR constant, which is used from 
timeT2. 
FLOWRAT' 2nd changed inflow rate MGyf 
RICH Enriched inflow yes (Y) or no (N). The default is Y. N/A 
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BHMASS Mass of CO core for BH formation. Mt 
TIME Time since stars started fonning. The default is 17 Gyr 
Description and Limits of Variables 
Input Description 
The number of radial ranges which are modeled in 
the galaxy. This takes a value of 1 for single zone 
NRR models (i.e. dimensionless). 
Upper and lower limits each= 1; for single zone 
models only. 
This is the index in the Schmidt law, for the SFR, 
with a value of 1.4+!- 0.5, based partly on spirals as 
well as spheroidals (Kennicutt, 1998). 
AL 
Upper limit =2; Lower limit= 1 
[ 
The number c which serves as the coefficient of the 
star formation rate The SFR also depends on the 
gas density, in the Schmidt law (Kennicut, R., 1998) 
as: SFR= cpa,  where a = 1 andp= density of ISM. A 
threshold value in the SFR may be reached (see 
RCRIT); Then, SFR fails completely, to make a hard 
lower limit of 0. A hard upper limit could be set by 
the laws of thermodynamics regarding an singular 
open system at I (i.e. which assumes continuous 
inflow into a radial zone). Where mergers of 
ROOCO systems occur, this value may be higher than one, 
however (for two spirals, 2 for example). 
In most models this co-efficient varies between 2 
and 0.2, which should provide reasonable upper and 
lower limits (e.g. Matteucchi & Recehi, 2001). 
A 	 SFR 	 co-efficient of 4 	 (assuming 	 a 
galaxy such as our Galaxy, with diameter 
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of 50 kpc and scale height of r..s400 pc) 
may be reasonable for early on in the 
evolution of a galaxy. 
Limits could be: 
Upper limit=4; Lower limit=O. 
This is the density of the interstellar medium (ISM) 
below which the SFR goes to zero. 
An absolute hard limit would be zero. A hard upper 
RCRIT limit here should be no less than the Jeans mass for 
a given ISM density and temperature. 
Upper limit=N/A; Lower limitl 0 solar masses pc 2 
(from Elmegreen, 1999). 
Limit for significant mass loss. (Fraction) 
From current research, a lower limit of 0.1 (10% of 
each star's mass) is required if an effect is to be had 
on the density of the ISM. 
FLOSSLIM A hard upper limit could come from considering the 
fraction of matter in a galaxy that constitutes stars, 
and detectable changes in the amount of mass in the 
ISM. 
Upper limit=? (hard: 1); Lower limit = 0.1 (hard 
limit=0) 
The rate of SNIA in a galaxy. 
In the current GCE code (Sansom & Proctor, 1998) 
the SN Ia rate is 3.8 xlO 5 Gyf' Mj'. This value was 
derived from the models of Timmes, Woosley & 
SNIA RATE Weaver (1995), assuming a Galaxy mass of 1.4 
xlO" M0 . In summary SN Ia, which dominate 
supernovae events in early-type galaxies, appear in 
models and observations to have a similar rate 
of between 4.1 and 11.8 Gyf' Mj'x10 5 (in the local 
Universe). At larger redshifts, slightly higher SN Ia 
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rates 	 have 	 been 	 observed 	 and 	 fed 	 through 
cosmoloçical models to derive a rate of 10.4 G'r 
Mj'x10. These values are converted from SNu 
assuming a value of 7.4 x 1010 
 M. and a mass-to- 
light ratio of 3.4 (Carroll & Ostlie, 1996, table 22.1). 
Obtaining 	 the 	 SNIA 	 rate 	 from 	 studies 	 of 
extragalactic SN1A, in field and cluster galaxies, 
ellipticals in particular, would be useflul in inferring 
soft limits. 
However, a hard upper limit could be derived if half 
the star systems, about 2/3 of the stars in the galaxy, 
went SN1A inside of a single Gigayear (unlikely). 
Upper limit=l 1.8; Lower limit= 3.8 Gyr M g x105 
This is the time step limit set for the (ICE. However, 
the lower limit is currently set by the (ICE code. 
The time step may be decreased, based on 
observations of type II supernovae delayed feedback 
into the ISM. The delay time between leaving the 
DT MS and the supernovae explosion, and disrrsion  of 
material into the ISM, is of the order of 10 years. 
As a side note, the SNR is thought to last about 20 
thousand years, after which time it is considered to 
have dispersed. 
Upper limit=0.03 (hard upper limit must be less than  
1 1TCHANGE Lower (hard) limit0.01. 
The initial inflow rate, into the ISM, from the 
intergalactic medium. We arbitrarily assume an 
initial mass of 1 06M.for  the model galaxy. 
In the case of a merger, or even the effects of a close 
encounter, the inflow rate might beas high as 10 6 FLOWRATEO 
M0Gyr 1 ! This is based on recent simulations. It 
may be more of the order of a 100 thousand. A 
galaxy is expected to overall accrete matter, in its 
lifetime. 
Upper limit=10 7 
 ; Lower limit= 10 5 (hard limit=0). 
The upper mass limit, considered for SN II events. 
SNII Stars beyond this size may exist, but are considered 
too rare to effect the chemical abundances 
significantly, during the evolution of a galaxy. There 
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is a default lower mass limit, which is set in the 
code at 8 M0(Regally, 2001). c/SPAN> 
Upper Limit=120 	 Lower Limit= 70 
Index for Initial Mass Function (IMF). (Default is 
Salpeter), Oobservations of bulges may be relevant 
to spheroidal galaxies, which have generated 
indexes to the Salpeter IMF as high as 2.35 in 
spheroidals (Zoccali et at, 2001). 
Work has been done to investigate the validity of 
any IMF over the existing simple Salpeter IMF; in 
a study 	 of 	 the 	 uncertainty 	 inherent 	 in 	 any 
AM observationally 	 deduced 	 IMF 	 invalidates 	 much 
evidence for a variable IMF (Kroupa, 2001). These 
uncertainties 	 arise 	 from 	 Poisson 	 statistics 	 of 
detections and stellar dynamics (such as systematic 
errors due to some stars being unresolved binaries). 
As a side note, the MFs in globular clusters appear 
to be, on average, systematically flatter than the 
Galactic-field IMF deduced in Kroupa (2001). 
Soft limits then may be: Lower=1 Upper=2.35. 
For IMF: S=Single slope IMF, is default. 
M=Modified IMF. 
TYPIMF 
The Salpeter IMF is further discussed on the GCE 
 
Researchpage. 
The SSP data, used to model spectral indices: 
WWorthey94 V=Vazdekis99. 
SSPDATA These refer to papers wntten detailing modeled 
spectral indices, for SSPs as discussed further on the 
GCE Research page. 
[xo 	 lime initial H mass fraction in the ISM gas. 
lilnitial He fraction in the ISM gas. 
zo 	 Illnitial metal fraction in the ISM gas. 
[TCHANGE1 [First discrete time change. 
ROOC1 First changed SFR constant, which is used from 
time TI. 
FLOWRATE1 rt changed inflow rate, which is used from time 
TCHANGE2 2nd discrete time change. 
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ROOC2 2nd changed SFR constant, which is used from time 
FLOWRATE2 
T2. 
12nd changed inflow rate. 
Enriched inflow yes (Y) or no (N). The default is Y. 
RICH The currently accepted wisdom is that the inflow into galaxies is pre-enriched. This may be, for 
example, by Population III stars. 
BHMASS Mass of CO core for BH formation. Currently, this is of the order of 8 solar masses. 
Absolute time since stars started forming. The 
default is 17 Gyr, which is within errors, based on 
recent calculations of the Hubble Constant from the 
TIME Hubble Space Telescope Key Project. Beyond the 
local universe, different cosmologies must be 
considered in interpreting co-moving rates 
employed in models. 
II 
Input Form for Compose (GCE) Program 
Fixed narameters: 
INRR 	 j 1 	 IfrTumber of radial ranges 
IAL 	 jl.O Illndex in SFR eqn. 
IRCRTT 10.0 	 liCritical density (M/V) for SF 
IFLOSSLIIM 	 lIo.i IlLimit for significant mass loss. (Fraction) 
ISNIA_RATE 113.SE-5IISNIa Number/Mo/Gyr 
IDT 	 110 . 03 IlTime step (Gyrs) 
IFLOWRATEOIIO. 0 Ilinflow Mo/Gyr 
ISNH 	 11 70 . 0 11SN11 highest mass limit 
LAM 	 11 1 . 35 Illndex for IMP (1.35=Salpeter) 
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ITYPIMF 
	 us S=Singie slope IMF M=Modified IMF 
ISSPDATA 	 liv ilssp data: W=Worthey94 V=Vazdekis99 I 
Ixo 	 110.7718I11nitia1 H mass fraction in gas 
IYO 	 110.2280111nitia1 He fraction in gas 
Izo 	 IIO. 0002 IIInitial metal fraction in gas 
IROOC2 	 110.0 I12nd changed SFR constant 
IFL0WRATE2 11O. 0 I2nd changed inflow rate 
rRICH 	 IIY IEmched inflow (Y or N) 
IBHMASS 	 116 .0 Mass of Co core for BH formation (Mo) 
ITIME 	 11 17 . 0 Time since stars started forming (Gyr) 
Varibale parameters: 
Const (C) in 
SFR=C*Ro**A ROOCO 
________ 
.o 
(/Gyr)  
discrete time 
ange (Gyr)  TCHANGE1I j 	 2.0 
list changed SFR ROOC 4.0 
Iconstant (/Gyr) 
1st changed _______ 
inflow rate 
(Mo/Gyr)  
FLOWRATE1 1.OE+7 
I2nd discrete time change  (Gyr)  TCHANGE2 
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Appendix C: Critical values for Pearson r 
Reproduced from the Web Stat URL: 
http://www.une.edu.au/WebStatlunit  materials/có common statistical tests 
/test_signif_pearson.html 
Values in the table below were used to test the level of significance of 
correlations given in Table 5.1, Table 5.2 and Table 5.3. 
Level 
test 
of significance for one-tailed 
(= N-2) .05 .025 .01 .005 
number 
of pairs) 
Lev& I  test  of significance for two-tailed 
.10 .05 1.02 .01 
8 1.549 1.632 1.716 .765 
I___ ___ 
15 .412 
___
1.482 
___
.558 .606 
125 : j323 J.381JA45 h 48 ? 
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